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ABSTRACT 
Being a learner in a rural setting deprives one of necessary support mechanism 
(mentorship, data, motivation and guidance) for career consciousness and 
diversity towards career conceptions.  As a result, learners in these settings are 
confined to exploring common careers in nursing, teaching, social work, medical 
practice and law enforcement urgencies in preparation of their post-high school 
education.  Due to their disadvantaged context, learners further encounter hurdles 
in comprehending the nature of their prospective fields of study, motivation, 
ambition and optimism. 
This study reports on an online-based mentoring platform designed to expose 
learners to multiple mentors from distinct fields of study, institutions and 
occupations.  The online mentoring was conducted through regular WhatsApp 
group chats in which mentors (identified as guests) were added into the group to 
provide brief narration of their social and personal backgrounds, studies and 
occupations.  The WhatsApp discourses were structured in a manner that afforded 
learners opportunities to ask questions with intensions of getting to understand the 
nature of the mentors’ study fields, challenges and strategies to overcome 
hindrances throughout their career journey.  Rules of engagement were specified 
and acceptable language conventions and communicative expectation were made 
available in a written format and sent to the learners for constant reference.  
A group of 35 learners participated in the intervention and data comprised of 
activity logs of conversations were analysed using Exchange Structure Analysis 
(ESA) model, and Codes were generated pertaining to instances of orientation.  
The ESA model was adopted as it affords intensive analysis to the conversational 
turns to provide meaning to the exchanges.  This thus, permits interactional 
patterns to be deduced from the activity logs. 
This study is of great significance in adding to the few existing studies on how 
WhatsApp, as an Instant Messaging service, adds value to rural learners’ career 
development through online mentoring.  Implications of the findings in 
strengthening affordances of mobile technology in rural settings are explored.  
Recommendations for good practice are emphasized for educators striving to 
narrow the knowledge gap between the learners in disadvantaged and advantaged 
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settings through digital media are accentuated.  Ultimately, study limitations are 
also discussed and recommendations for further research are made. 
CONCEPT DISCUSSION 
Same concepts are defined differently in multiple academic texts.  It is therefore, 
crucial for this sub-section to declare the position from which the terminologies 
throughout the paper emanate. 
 
Peer mentoring 
The inter-relationship between an experienced individual (the mentor) and less 
experienced learner (protégé) in which the mentor voluntarily supports and 
encourages the protégé to learn and develop emotionally, socially and or 
academically (Thompson & Smith, 2011; Cartwright, 2005).  This definition is 
preferred, for unlike others, it does not only confine mentorship within academic 
and vocational terrains, but also recognizes the emotional and social aspects of 
the learner, which are crucial components of their affective domain and career 
development.  The definition thus, compliments the nature of the online 
intervention program.  
 
Online mentoring 
Online mentoring refers to mentoring conducted through internet-based platforms.  
Other terminologies’ definitions are revealed throughout the stud
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
The proliferation of Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs) has 
fundamental implications towards the mentoring and learner support mechanisms, 
sufficient to cause a paradigm-shift.  The shift from traditional face-to-face to 
online-based mentoring is inevitable in modern day educational pursuits due to 
advances made in ICTs.  Traditional mentoring models are gradually re-structured 
so they could be compatible with the nature of contemporary generation.  This is 
the generation identified by academics as M-Generation, Generation Y, 
Generation 2.0 (Vie, 2008).  Prensky (2001) identifies them as “digital natives,” due 
to their extensive exposure to technological tools from birth.  They are 
characterized by multi-tasking, parallel thinking, instant gratification and hyper-
texting (Prensky, 2001). These characteristics provide platforms upon which 
educational reform and career support structures could be launched.  
Chapter 1 serves to acquaint the reader with the core ideas, structure and contents 
of the research report.  It presents the researcher’s study field, concepts, 
background, and problem statement. Chapter 2 provides the supporting literature 
on online mentoring, social media and Exchange Structure Analysis (ESA) model. 
Chapter 3 presents the underlying research methodology and analysis, while 
results are reported in Chapter 4.  The final Chapter 5 provides the summary, 
limitations of the study and recommendations for future research.  
1.1. GENERAL BACKGROUND OF STUDY 
Stagnant educational transformation programs have triggered multiple 
interventions from governmental and non-governmental sectors.  Amongst others, 
are ICT4RED project, SchoolNetSA projects, Intel Teach Program, Google in 
Education, and Microsoft Partners in Learning and Operation Phakisa in ICT in 
Education Lab (Pholotho & Mtsweni, 2016).  This resulted in seeing 71 South 
African communities and 146 schools receiving Information and Communications 
Technologies (ICTs) apparatus in the financial year 2016-2017 (Department of 
Rural Development and Land Reform: 2017).  Under the National Development 
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Plan, vision 2030, the intervention aims at reducing inequality and providing equal 
educational opportunities for previously disadvantaged groups to realize their 
fullest potential (National Planning Commission, 2011).  Nevertheless, the majority 
of rural schools across the country still suffer from inadequate ICT resources due 
to remotes and isolated geographic location, lack of service delivery and poverty 
(Pholotho & Mtsweni, 2016).  
In Herselman and Botha (2014), multiple critical socio-economic factors in the 
resource-constrained areas contribute towards unsuccessful ICT integration: lack 
of infrastructure, poverty, sanitation, poor quality learning and teaching material, 
lack of school leadership and management skills, lack of electricity, poor internet 
access and culture.  These factors also contribute significantly towards the fear of 
technology, and hence perpetuate the “digital divide,” a term that describes the 
gap between the bourgeoisies settled in the advantaged urban environments and 
the proletariats — the “have-nots” (Kruger & Gilroy, 2016).  The characteristics of 
a rural village as described by Herselman and Botha (2014), and Pholotho and 
Mtsweni (2016) are not at all unique to the village of Serithing, from which the data 
of this investigation was collected.  In fact, this community is located in the district 
of Sekhukhune, which is also the subject of Pholotho and Mtsweni’s study 
Serithing community is intensively immersed in the culture of Bapedi people.  It is 
characterized by cultural and moral constraints on learners, such as non-eye 
contact, confrontations with elders, lack of expression and communal integration 
with other cultures, inferiority complex and other social ills upon which the glooming 
of Bapedi Heritage Development Project in Sekhukhune rests (Basadi-Ba-Bapedi 
Cultural Dev. Trust, 2005). Furthermore, the nature of the community and its 
inhabitants is linked to racial injustice encultured by apartheid.  The apartheid 
edifice in its education system and career services prescribed for black people 
were of less value and significance compared to the education system and career 
opportunities offered to their white counterparts (Bholanath, 2007).  For instance, 
black learners had inadequate choices of subjects, lack of learning apparatus and 
deficiency in career guidance in schools (Nong, 2016). Career guidance in the 
modern schooling, as found in the study of career choice in rural Limpopo 
community, Lebowakgomo, is still not given substantial attention in schools (Nong, 
2016). This inadequacy gradually develops as a form of “embodied state” of 
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cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1986) in learners. Hence, it diminishes their optimism to 
succeed and career perceptions. 
Anderson and Kolko (2011, p. 22) assert that rural areas constitute distinct 
inadequate infrastructure, technical and social constraints that demand 
“innovative” pedagogical approaches from stakeholders in education.  Some 
educators and professionals in varied realms invest in distance education through 
mobile learning.  This innovative strategy is intended to address modern society’s 
needs (Strong et al, 2013).  According to Nong (2016), career guidance and 
support are crucial in the country’s education system to ensure learners’ holistic 
and active participation in the socio-economic growth of South Africa.  
1.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Due to remote and isolated rural geographic locations, learners in rural schools 
are deprived of career guidance support compared to their counterparts in urban 
areas (Nong, 2016). The deprivation is further deepened by Mahlare Senior 
Secondary school’s isolation from favoured communities in which some career 
support services are held.  Due to the isolation, the following constraints are 
experienced by learners: 
 Transport costs: Learners have to travel long distances to attend career and 
motivation events at other institutions. 
 Career guidance events offered by some education stakeholders are 
superficial.  Due to large number of learners in the cluster, these events are 
executed in a presentation format, narrowing interaction between the 
presenter and the learners. 
 The learners’ career choices remain typical (those prominent in the 
community; teaching, nursing, social work, and police official). 
These constraints experienced by learners are nonetheless changing due to the 
significant increase in the ownership of mobile device amongst South Africans.  It 
means that the gap between the rural and urban areas with regards to internet 
access is gradually closing (Sooryamoorthy, 2017). The International 
Telecommunications Union (ITU) reported that there were 18 mobile technology 
subscriptions per 100 natives since the year 2000.  Rapid increases were projected 
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by 2011 statistics with 123 subscriptions per 100 South Africans (ITU, 2014a).  In 
2013, ITU reports 1.5-cellphone ownership per every South African (ITU, 2014a).  
This proliferate mobile technology penetration places South Africa among the 
countries with highest intensity of mobile phone ownership (Merchant, 2014). 
Dewah and Mutula (2013) report that Africa has the fastest-growing cellphone 
penetration in the world.  As a result, massive increase in social media 
subscriptions is observed.  In South African Social Media Landscape 2014 report, 
Facebook and WhatsApp Instant Messaging (IM) applications are dominant media 
amongst adult cellphone users, with a population of 11 million and 10,6 million 
respectively (World Wide Worx & Fuseware, 2014).  However, respondents to the 
survey predicted WhatsApp’s penetration at 63% and Facebook at 53% going to 
the future.  Although these findings reflect data collected on adults at urban and 
township areas, cost efficiency, user-friendliness and synchronous facilitation of 
information make WhatsApp common media in the rural villages and amongst the 
youth (Bohnik & Deshen, 2014; Poor, 2013).  The latest findings in Digital Statistics 
in South Africa 2017, revealed that out of a total population of 55.21 million people, 
52% (28.6 million) use the internet; and of this percentage of internet users, 15 
million people utilize social media platform, revealing 27% penetration (Qwerty, 
2017, p. 5).  
It is due to these national and international technological phenomena that I 
established an online mentoring program for rural learners.  Considering 
capabilities of social media in expanding, widening and reinforcing social contacts 
(Sooryamoorthy, 2017).  Thus, I initiated an online career support mechanism to 
enrich learners’ access to potential peer mentors and role models emanating from 
varied fields of study and occupations within the country and outside.  
Gaining insight into how rural learners can possibly be mentored through using 
social media in the form of synchronous mobile group chats to gain access to and 
engage with skilled career professionals (acting as mentors), can inform our 
understanding of how they shape their conceptions of career development.   
 RESEARCH QUESTION 
The main research question guiding the study therefore is: 
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How do synchronous online mentoring mobile group chats advance rural learners’ 
conceptions of career development? 
1.3. RESEARCH AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
The aim of the study is to describe how synchronous mobile online mentoring 
group chats administered via WhatsApp can advance rural learners’ conceptions 
of career development.  The objectives of the study are to: 
 Uncover what emerging patterns of interaction in group chats suggest, 
about the roles of online mentors 
 Describe how the emerging patterns of interactions in the synchronous 
environments inform career development among rural learners. 
1.4. RESEARCH DESIGN 
This descriptive case study uses the qualitative research approach.  An interpretive 
stance is adopted and allows for the rich description of the phenomenon within its 
real-life contexts (Myburgh & Strauss, 2015; Park & Park, 2016).  The research 
scrutinizes the case of Mahlare Secondary School located in a rural village in 
Serithing, Limpopo and their grade 11 and 12 science learners involved in a career 
development WhatsApp group. Approximately 35 learners of both genders engage 
in career development social conversations on a weekly basis with professionals 
that come from rural areas, but have gained prominence in various careers.  The 
mentors vary: they have different levels of study, areas of specialization, 
occupations and are from different educational institutions.  Their role is to narrate 
their career journey, and describe the nature of their studies and occupations. 
During this time, learners can pose questions and engage in digital chat 
conversations with each other as well as with these mentors to learn more about 
a particular career.  These interactions are scheduled to last between 90 to 240 
minutes at a time.  
From the weekly or bi-weekly recorded online mentoring conversations on career 
guidance during the semester, a sample of five separate activity logs with 
sustained (or longest) duration of social exchanges were selected and analysed.  
This purposive sample ensures that only data with rich information central and 
relevant to the purpose of the inquiry were studied (Yin, 2006; Patton, 2015). 
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The five samples of weekly conversations were analysed using the Exchange 
Structure Analysis (ESA) coding scheme (Kneser, Pilkington, & Treasure-Jones, 
2001). In ESA, Dawes (2004) identified ‘Initiate Response Feedback’ (IRF) as a 
mechanism to analyse conversations to establish interactional patterns.  IRF codes 
denoting exchanges (turns) and moves (speech acts) as captured in the 
synchronous WhatsApp group chats conversations, are assigned to each 
exchange between rural learners and weekly mentors that speak to career 
development.  Once different types of exchanges have been identified and coded, 
a count of the various codes is used to check the different types of “turns” during 
these learner-mentor exchanges. Although the study is qualitative, some 
descriptive quantitative data will be used to identify frequencies of exchange types, 
move levels, elements of Exchange Structure (ES) levels and Off-Topics (OT). The 
aim is to establish interactional patters and then describe how learner conceptions 
around career development are formed.  
1.5. ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Ethical procedures which emphasise confidentiality, informed consent of the 
participants and their right to withdraw from participation at any stage without 
facing any consequences were adhered to as prescribed by the University of 
Johannesburg’s Faculty of Education Ethics Committee.  Informed consent was 
obtained from the learners, mentors and the school to conduct research.  A 
consent form with the relevant information about the research was issued to all 
participants.  Specific responses were not explicitly linked to a particular research 
participant (real names of participants are concealed).  This ensured privacy and 
confidentiality. Names of the participants were concealed, with generic titles and 
numbers. For instance, “learner 1, learner 2, learner 3 …” to denote learner 
participants; “mentor 1, mentor 2…” to represent mentors and group administrator 
disguised under “admin.” Participants’ mobile phone numbers were also removed 
from the data set.  
1.6. TRUSTWORTHINESS  
To increase the trustworthiness and transferability of the study, an audit trail is 
provided including transcripts of all online conversations as well as a rich 
description of the research context.   
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1.7. DELIMITATIONS OF STUDY 
The study takes place in an isolated rural setting. Each village in which learners 
reside responds differently to mobile-phone network signal.  This causes 
communication breakdown in the group chats and deters holistic synchronous 
learner exchanges. Furthermore, some parents are reluctant to permit their 
children to engage in social networking tools.  
1.8. CHAPTER SUMMARY 
This chapter has provided an overview and background of the study.  Through 
provision of learners’ geographic settings and cultural capital, the chapter has 
justified the need for the online synchronous mentoring program.  Research aims 
and objectives were outlined in an attempt to show the interactional patterns within 
activity logs.  Essential research technicalities including ethical considerations and 
trustworthiness were also explicated.  The next chapter will explore existing 
literature in the field of online mentoring and affordances of social networking tools 
in education. Concepts shall in details be discoursed. 
1.9. FURTHER ORGANISATION OF THE STUDY 
This study will comprise of five chapters.  Chapter 2 is the review of the literature; 
Chapter 3 will discuss research design and method; Chapter 4 will report on the 
results and Chapter 5 will consolidate the study through analysis, interpretation 
and discussion of results. I shall also in this consolidation stage conclude and make 
recommendations for further research.  
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter presents and discusses the existing literature on mentoring, online 
mentoring, social networking tools and interrelations of these in enhancing 
learners’ career perceptions.  It also explores ESA model. 
 MENTORING DEFINITION   
The concept, mentoring has been in existence for a long time.  Definitions vary 
across academic and chronological order, however, concepts of support and 
guidance are at core of almost all definitions of mentoring. Barker (2006) describes 
mentoring as a process of narrowing the gap between mentee’s educational 
processes and real-world experience. DuBois and Karcher cited in Shpigelman, 
Weiss and Reiter (2009) explain mentoring as a process in which an experienced 
person assumes a role to guide and support a protégé, the mentee.  Borrowing 
from ancient educational philosophers, this support is critical in introducing and 
inducting an inexperienced fellow into the common world (Arendt, 1954).  Arendt 
(1954), the educationist, argues that a learner (the protégé) during her upbringing 
requires active participation of an authoritative figure to guide her on what to do 
and what not to do for the benefit of the both the youngster and the world.  This 
guidance cultivates protégé’s autonomy which in turn serves as a solid support 
mechanism through which the learner would resist “tyranny of the majority,” like 
peer pressure (Arendt, 1954: 12). Furthermore, the mentor-protégé guidance 
positively contributes towards the development of adolescents and learners with 
special needs (Britner, Balcazar, Blechman, Blinn-Pike, & Larose, 2006).  In this 
instance, the relationship is invaluable for learners with special needs.  It comes in 
form of support for social and personal growth through career-related issues, 
professional contacts, nurturing interpersonal competences and higher levels of 
autonomy (Burgstahler & Cronheim, 2001).  The significance of this relationship is 
not unique to the learners without special educational needs.  Core notions of 
mentorship programs, support and guidance are necessary for all learners. 
Chronologically, the mentorship relations have evolved into recognising the 
significance of mentors of different age groups relative to the protégé.  
Shpigelman, Weiss and Reiter (2009) assert that information, guidance and 
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emotional support emerging from mentors of the same experiences (or age) is 
crucial in facilitating the transition of protégés from secondary to higher education 
level.  This complements the National Curriculum Statement (NCS)’ purpose of 
facilitating proper transition of learners between the two education levels, 
secondary to tertiary (Department of Education, 2011).  The definition of mentoring 
is context-dependent. In a workplace, mentoring is understood to be a 
developmental relationship in which a mentor (senior employee) provides career 
and psychosocial support to the protégé, the junior employee (Kram, 1988).  
Scandura and Ragins (1993) assert on three function types that mentoring can 
provide: vocational support, psychosocial support, and role modelling.  Vocational 
support refers to guidance on career development and coaching that trains the 
protégé into excelling on their job.  In psychosocial support, the protégé develops 
a sense of competence, identity, and work-role effectiveness while role modelling 
develops values, attitudes and desired behaviour in the mentee (Chen & Wen, 
2016). In situating the mentoring support categories into the nature of online 
intervention program (the intervention upon which this research paper rests), all 
kinds of support are dealt with at once as learner-mentor relation is not confined to 
any. Perceptions on mentorship programs are adapted in response to the needs 
of the society over time. In the context of interventions, mentoring refers to the 
process in which the mentor (regardless of age) provides guidance and support to 
the protégé in multiple areas of interest.  
 TRADITIONAL CONCEPTIONS OF MENTORING 
Historically, it can be observed that the word mentor was associated with senior 
individuals taking the role of guiding protégé. Traditionally mentoring is 
conceptualized as a dyadic relationship in which the mentor, the senior person in 
age or experience, provides guidance and support to the less experienced person, 
the protégé (Hunt & Michael, 1983). Mentoring was limited to face-to-face (FTF) 
relations in which the mentor, an experienced person was assigned a role to guide 
and support the novice protégé (Hunt & Michael cited in Ensher et al, 2001). On 
E-mentoring for career development (Gross, 2012) observes that the traditional 
role of a mentor in a workplace is intended to assist new recruits to learn the 
dynamics of the working environment. The traditional definitions seem to limit 
mentorship program to face-to-face relations, thereby only accommodating 
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protégés who are physically capable of interacting with mentors. This marginalizes 
geographically isolated potential protégés. Politically and traditionally, mentoring 
in education perpetuates social inequalities by affording mentoring opportunities 
only to advantaged protégés. The role of a mentor is to provide professional 
guidance in a working environment. Making reference to historical events, Gross 
(2012) mentions that a mentor was regarded as a “teacher, guide and father figure” 
who took the responsibility to advice the protégé. The historical perceptions are 
restrictive; they assume only older members (the father figures) can be mentors.  
 EVOLVING CONCEPTIONS OF MENTORING 
From the traditional perspective, the mentor-protégé relations had its orientation 
towards the mentee benefiting from the relations than mentor did. The mentor 
served as an authoritative figure, or rather dispenser of knowledge. In contrast, 
Freedman (1992) and Shea (1994) argue that mentor-protégé relationships are 
reciprocal. The role of a mentor in the reciprocal relationship is to socialize the 
protégé into the norms of the organization, thereby increasing organizational 
communication and commitment (Ensher, Thomas & Murphy, 2001).  
Due to greater changing needs and expectations in today’s occupational 
environments, Burlew (1991) suggests that protégés utilize multiple mentors 
throughout their careers. This is also supported by Thomas and Higgins (1996) 
who accentuate greater need to access diverse network of mentors. Accessing 
diverse mentors (making reference to traditional model) would be only convenient 
to protégé living in context conducive for direct physical networking. This further 
creates a knowledge or a career guidance gap between protégés in urban and 
those in disadvantaged territories. Hence, the emergence of e-mentoring, online 
mentoring, and digital mentoring (however much identity it is given). In this study, 
online mentoring shall be significant to describe internet-based mentoring. 
 ONLINE MENTORING 
Although the term online mentoring has existed for a long time, it still faces greater 
challenges against direct generic definition. At times it is used interchangeably with 
other terms such as “open learning, networked learning, virtual learning” and e-
learning (McPherson & Nunes, 2004, p. 19). Regardless of the multiple 
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synonymous terms used to describe online learning, McPherson and Nunes (2004) 
highlight that all terms have common characteristic, that is, computer-mediated 
instructional method as opposed to Face-to-Face traditional methods. In earlier 
definitions, before the advent of Web 2.0, online learning referred to the learning 
and other supportive material available through a computer (Carliner, 1999). In 
another definition, (which linguistically seems contradictory), Carliner (1999) in the 
glossary defines online learning as educational material that are presented on a 
computer. A dilemma arises between deciding whether online mentoring is a 
process or a type of learning, or in essence, material for learning. Furthermore, 
Carliner (1999) also indicates the confusion and complexities revolving attempts 
to define online learning by highlighting that computer-based training, web-based 
training, computer-based instruction and technology-based instruction are 
wrongfully utilized interchangeably with online learning. Essentially, these 
terminologies are forms of online learning and have distinct specific meanings 
(Carliner, 1999).  
In light of the multiple definitions online learning in this research, I shall refer to it 
as learning taking place through internet-based medium. This suggests that 
without internet, there would not be online learning.  
 SOCIAL MEDIA: INSTANT MESSAGING (IM) SERVICE, WHATSAPP 
Online participation and socialization has improved significantly in the recent 
years. The advent of smartphones and ubiquitous spread of social networking tools 
have made it easier for individuals, regardless of their geographical settings, to 
connect with each other. In fact, social media has altered the way information 
circulates in users’ cultures (Poore, 2013). The media includes tools like blogs, 
wikis, YouTube, Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, and WhatsApp. In view of the 
general qualities and characteristics of social media, Poore (2013) asserts; 
community-building, participation, interactivity, flexibility, sharing and networking, 
are significant in online mentoring programs.  
Facebook and WhatsApp applications among South African are the most utilized 
forms of social media. The former, an application pioneered by Mark Zuckerberg 
in 2004, has multiple characteristics and affordances similar to those of WhatsApp, 
an application founded in 2009 by Jan Koum and Brian Acton (accessed from 
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www.whatsapp.com). The two applications are prominent amongst South African 
youth and adults, following Mxit penetration drop from 43% to 21% for the age 
group of under 25 years (World Wide Wax and Fuseware, 2014). This is due to 
Facebook and WhatsApp’s ability to create free and secure learning space for 
teachers and learners to collaborate (Beltran-Cruz & Cruz, 2013). However, the 
difference between the two is the instantaneity. 
WhatsApp is more instantaneous messaging tool compared to Facebook which 
requires users to log in for delivery of messages. In their research, Bohnik and 
Deshen (2014) reported to have found that WhatsApp has advantages such as 
user friendliness, cost efficiency, availability and instantaneity of delivery of 
messages. Similarly, Beltran-Cruz and Cruz (2013) reported that WhatsApp has 
educational advantages such as, creating “pleasant environment and in-depth 
acquaintance” which results in positive influence on the nature of conversations.  
Local research on Higher Education and Training institutions, report that 
WhatsApp enhances accessibility, cooperation and maximises motivation to 
actively engage others on educational projects or assignment (Rampe & Chipunza, 
2013).  
IM service, WhatsApp, has more advantages relevant for mentorship programs 
than other prominent social media in South Africa. Table 2-1, adopted from 
Bouhnik & Deshen’s (2014) study summarises underlying intentions of engaging 
learners on WhatsApp over Facebook, Twitter or any other social networking 
media by presenting distinctions between the media: 
Table 2-1: Comparison of common social media and instant messaging tools in 
education 
 Email SMS Facebook 
Groups 
Twitter WhatsApp 
Cost Free Payment  Free Free Up to 1$ per year 
Accessibility Ability to 
change the 
text size 
Fixed text size Fixed text 
size 
Fixed text size Ability to change 
the text size 
Information 
about user 
availability 
No 
information 
No information No 
information 
No information Full information 
Opening 
groups 
Possible Possible Easy  Not natural easy 
Adding and 
removing 
Not possible 
the App 
possible Requires 
participant 
approval 
Requires 
participant 
approval 
easy 
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members to a 
group 
Having a 
fluent 
conversation 
as a group 
Not natural impossible Easy Not natural easy 
Privacy Relatively high Relatively high Relatively low Relatively low Relatively high 
Teachers 
usage in 
private life 
Relatively high Relatively high Relatively low Relatively low Relatively high 
Student usage 
in private life 
Relatively low Relatively high Relatively 
high 
Relatively low Relatively high 
Collaborative 
learning 
Not natural  Not natural Enables enables enables 
Sharing 
content 
Relatively 
easy 
ungainly Relatively 
easy 
Relatively easy Relatively easy 
 
Although WhatsApp may have similar features compared to common media tools 
outlined in Table 2-1, it is evident that it is distinct from others due to the fact that 
it is user friendly with regard to “having a fluent conversation as a group, adding 
and removing members in a group, opening a group” and has a relatively high 
privacy features. Bouhnik & Deshen (2014) further reported that WhatsApp is a 
more “up-to-date” online medium of communication amongst youth. This attests to 
the fact that WhatsApp has a widespread access amongst school learners. 
Therefore, unlike other social networking tools, WhatsApp is an ideal medium of 
communication amongst learners from disadvantaged backgrounds. 
 WHATSAPP AND ITS USAGE 
WhatsApp is an Instant Messaging (IM) or social networking tool that was initiated 
in 2010 as an alternative to traditional mobile SMS (Bouhnik & Deshen, 2014). This 
application overtime evolved to support sharing of messages, videos, documents, 
audio, location, as well as administering live video calls 
(https://www.whatsapp.com). WhatsApp, a pun on the phrase What’s Up is an 
easily accessible media platform that utilizes mobile data to function.  
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Figure 2-1: WhatsApp (Source: compatibility (https://www.whatsapp.com/) 
 
It can be downloaded from its website (https://www.whatsapp.com), Google Play 
Store, itunes or other online mobile applications hubs. Founded by Jan Koum and 
Brian Acton, this IM application has been improved to support multiple 
technological devices which include personal computers. The figure below shows 
WhatsApp functions in multiple devices. 
Infused in education, IM services provide significant opportunities for learners to 
collaborate, interact, receive, share and disseminate information with fellow 
classmates (Poore, 2013). In essence, not only do the services afford sharing of 
information between learners themselves but also between learners and mentors. 
Rampe and Chipunza (2013) report that WhatsApp has a capabilities of narrowing 
information gap between educators and learners   and affords expression of ideas 
amongst the parties. Multiple academic texts have been written on the affordances 
of social networking tools in education but little has been published on how the 
tools could be harnessed for the benefits of individuals in deep rural villages (World 
Wide Wax and Fuseware, 2014). 
In the study of Bouhnik and Deshen (2014), research participants emphasized the 
following technical and educational advantages of WhatsApp: 
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 It is user-friendly 
 Cost-effectiveness 
 Availability and immediacy 
 Creates pleasant social environment and in-depth acquaintance with fellow 
learners   
 Affords accessibility of learning material and teacher availability 
 Affords continuation of learning beyond contact time hours 
The mobile application enables users to create groups which afford synchronous 
social interaction between learners, educators and mentors. It also allows users to 
make video calls. The latest feature of the application permits users to delete 
messages sent to recipients. These messages can be deleted such that all those 
in social chats no longer have access to it afterwards. WhatsApp chats and calls, 
and any media shared between persons or in a group are secured with end-to-end 
encryption. The figure below explains the security feature as extracted from 
WhatsApp website. 
 
Figure 2-2: WhatsApp privacy and security features 
 
(Source) https://www.whatsapp.com/  
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This feature strengthens privacy between participants on WhatsApp. The assertion 
concurs with Bouhnik & Deshen (2014) who state that WhatsApp’s privacy and 
safety feature as relatively higher than that of Facebook and Twitter.   
 ONLINE MENTORING AND SOCIAL MEDIA 
Considering the affordances of social media, especially WhatsApp, online 
mentoring for rural learners is of great significance. Due social media’s context 
independence (Poore, 2013). Learners in the villages are thus afforded learning 
opportunities necessary to foster career perceptions. These services as indicated 
in Chapter One, have been and still are prevalent in socio-economically 
advantaged settings, and perpetuate social inequities. Therefore, online mentoring 
through usage of social media narrows the gap between the career education and 
geographically disadvantaged groups. 
 INFORMAL MENTORING 
To make conversations comfortable and natural for both mentors and protégés, 
informal mentoring model is adopted. This is the type of mentoring that permits 
flexibility and encourages mutual relationship to develop (Gross, 2012). However, 
the intervention at the centre of this study integrates formal mentoring qualities for 
governance by encouraging certain structure, agreement on goals, objectives, 
career plans and ground rules before initiating the mentorship program.   
  EXCHANGE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS  
To develop extensive comprehension of the qualitative conversation, an analysis 
of conversations in an interactive synchronous online platform, WhatsApp is 
developed. This analysis uses dynamic (as opposed to synoptic) approach as its 
fundamental mechanism to representing exchange structure.  Known for his 
advocacy on Dynamic Representation of Exchange Structure, O’Donnell (1992) 
distinguishes between two models of exchange structures: The synoptic 
perspective, which analyses holistic conversational patterns to identify types of 
structures; and dynamic model which scrutinizes research participants’ individual 
moves. This research adopts dynamism as it seeks to provide extensive analysis 
of exchange structures in a synchronous online mentoring intervention program for 
rural-based learners.   
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As a crucial basis of analysis, I draw from the model of discourse analysis (Sinclair 
& Coulthard, 1975). This model would be modified for the best fit of data collected. 
2.9.1 The Sinclair and Coulthard’s Model: Background 
Having played a fundamental role in understanding discourse analysis in 1970s, 
Sinclair and Coulthard applied their original model to data collected from teacher-
centred primary classroom context (Cockayne, 2010; Nicholson, 2014). Their 
intention was to investigate “structure of verbal interaction in classroom” 
(Coulthard, 1985, p. 120). They organized grammar categories into ranks as they 
analysed classroom discourse. 
 
 
Figure 2-3: Sinclair and Coulthard Rank Scale 
 
For intensive analysis of this study, the highest rank, lesson which comprises of 
“an unordered series of transactions” (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975, p. 25) becomes 
insignificant. I shall therefore analyse data based on the three lower ranks; 
exchange, move and act of the model.  
2.9.2 Exchanges, Moves and Acts 
The following figure summarizes exchanges and moves into a diagram which will 
be followed by illustrations. This is summarised from Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) 
and Raine (2010). 
  
Lesson
Transaction
Exchange
Move
Act
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Exchanges
Boundary 
Exchanges
Moves
FocusingFraming
Teaching 
Exchanges
Moves
Opening Follow-upAnswering
Figure 2-4: Summary of discourse components 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Exchanges comprise of move moves that are collective of acts (Cockayne, 2010; 
Nicholson, 2014). Exchanges are classified in two categories; boundary and 
teaching (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975). Boundary exchanges are often initiated by 
a teacher as a signal to move from one section to another (Cockayne, 2010). 
These are often realized by “a framing move, a focusing move or a combination of 
both” (Nicholson, 2014, p. 201). Framing moves signal boundaries in the lesson 
while focusing moves are metastatements signifying what the next lesson will be 
about (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975; Raine, 2010). Framing moves are of sets of 
words such as “well” or “OK” that propose the beginning of a new lesson (Raine, 
2010).  
Teaching exchanges involve a section of conversation where questions are asked 
and feedback is provided to the participants (Cockayne, 2010). In Cook (1989, p. 
47), teaching exchanges comprise of a minimum of one move and maximum of 
three: opening, answering and follow-up moves. These moves are labelled: I 
(opening), R (response) and F (follow-up) moves (Nicholson, 2014). The Initiation 
(I) moves are normally made by the educator, to which learners Respond (R) which 
may either be verbal or non-verbal.  The educator then provides Feedback or 
Follow-up (F) which may serve to: accept learners’ response moves, reject, 
evaluate or comment (Hellerman, 2003, p. 80). To add, opening moves cause 
others to participate in an exchange by passing on information, directing an activity 
or eliciting a fact (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975). The move is followed by an 
answering move that provides “an appropriate response in the terms laid down by 
the opening move” (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975, p. 45). Subsequently, follow-up 
moves respond to answering moves and they are aimed at providing feedback to 
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the learners on how they have performed (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975).  Raine 
(2010, p. 7) further expands on teaching exchanges by suggesting 11 sub-
categories presented in Tables 2-2 and 2-3 below.  
Sub-class of exchange structures Function of exchange 
Teacher inform (Inform) I (R) To convey information to the pupils 
Teacher direct (Direct) I R (F) To elicit a non-verbal response from the 
pupils 
Teacher elicit (Elicit) I R F To elicit a verbal response from a pupil 
Check (Check) I R (F) To discover how well students are 
getting on and identify any problems 
Pupil elicit (P-Elicit) I R To elicit a verbal response from the 
teacher 
Pupil inform (P-Inform) I F To convey information to the teacher 
 
Table 2-3: Sub-categories of bound exchanges 
Sub-class of exchange Structures Function of exchange 
Re-initiation (i) 
(Reinitiation) 
I R Ib R F To induce a response to a previously 
unanswered question 
Re-initiation (ii)  
(Re-Initiation) 
I R F (Ib) R F To induce a correct response to a 
previously incorrectly answered elicitation 
Listing  
(Listing) 
I R F (Ib) R F To withhold evaluation until two or more 
responses are received to an elicitation 
Reinforce  
(Reinforce) 
I R Ib R To induce a (correct) response to a 
previously issued directive 
Repeat  
(Repeat) 
I R Ib R F To induce a repetition of a response 
 
The 6 sub-categories in free exchanges are aimed at initiating conversations.  The 
initiation could either emerge from the learners, teachers or mentors (in respect to 
Table 2-2: Sub-categories of free exchange (a) 
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this study). These exchanges have four main purposes: informing, directing, 
eliciting and checking (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1992, p. 25). The other 5 bound 
exchanges are bound to the free exchange’s functions (Nicholson, 2014).  They 
are “tight to the immediately preceding free exchange” (Heinel, 2017, p. 3). 
Acts are in the lowest rank of discourse (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975).  They make 
up moves and cannot be divided into smaller elements (Cockayne, 2010).  Sinclair 
and Coulthard identified twenty-two acts in their model (Heinel, 2017), each with 
code and a general interactive function (Coulthard, 1985).  Table 2-4 portrays the 
notations and functions of the acts as summarized by Raine (2010): 
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Table 2-4: Summary of functions and notation of acts identified in Sinclair and 
Coulthard (1975) method of analysis 
Type of act Notation  Function 
Silent stress ^ To emphasize a marker 
Marker m To mark (transaction) boundaries in the discourse 
Starter s To “prime” pupils for a correct response to an 
initiation 
Elicitation el To request a linguistic response 
Check ch To ascertain whether there are any problems 
preventing successful progress of the lesson 
Directive d To request a non-linguistic response 
Informative i To provide information 
Prompt p To prompt a response to a previous directive or 
elicitation 
Clue cl To provide additional information to help students 
respond to a previous directive or elicitation 
Cue cu To evoke an appropriate bid 
Bid b To signal a desire to contribute to the discourse 
Acknowledgement ack To show that an initiation has been understood 
Reply rep To provide a linguistic response appropriate to a 
previous elicitation 
React rea To provide a non-linguistic response to a previous 
directive 
Comment com To provide additional information relating to a 
previous informative 
Accept acc To indicate that a reply or reaction was appropriate 
Evaluate el To positively or negatively evaluate a previous reply 
Silent stress ^ To highlight a marker 
Meta-statement ms To help students follow the future structure of a 
lesson 
Conclusion  con To help students understand the past content of a 
lesson 
Loop l To elicit the repetition of a student reply 
Aside z Includes any elements of discourse intended not 
intended to elicit a reply or reaction, such as the 
teacher “thinking out loud” or talking to himself. 
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Critical scrutiny is not of particular significant to data analysis of this study, hence, it is 
not discussed in details. 
2.9.3 Analysis and coding 
Data for the synchronous activity logs is analysed and coded with an aid of 
Exchange Structure Analysis (ESA) model. This model is employed due to its 
“widespread use, simple coding technique, and for current and future 
comparisons” nature (Wishart & Guy, 2009, p. 134). Having made references from 
Sinclair and Coulthard’s (1975) transactional analysis as aforementioned; Kneser, 
Pilkington and Treasure-Jones (2001) developed an adapted ESA model which  
this study is going embrace in order to investigate the nature of turns in 
synchronous online discussions.  
Table 2-5: ES Level Categories and Definitions 
CATEGORIES DEFINITIONS 
Initiate (I)  Initial contributions in the exchange.  
 it predicts the following turn by another participant  
 It is not predicted from a previous turn 
Respond (R)   This is not an initial exchange 
 It does not anticipate a turn from another participant 
 It is predicted from an earlier exchange 
 This usually completes an exchange 
Re-Initiation (RI)  This is not an initial exchange 
 It signals continuation of the current exchange 
 It predicts an response but is not predicted from an 
earlier turn 
 Feedback can be negative 
Response-Complement 
(RC) 
 It is non-predicting, non-predicted and non-initial 
 Can be an acknowledgement, feedback or evaluation 
 It signals an intention to close the exchange, although it 
may be followed by RC from another response 
Stand Alone (SA)  One participant continues to initiate 
 The turns by the same speaker follow one another 
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The following ES level categories and definitions are extracted from the work of 
Kneser et al (2001) and Wishart and Guy (2009). 
WhatsApp data transcripts are coded at the ESA level in the categories as outlined 
in the Table 2-5 above: Initiate, Respond, Re-Initiate, Response-Complement. The 
Stand Alone (SA) are ignored, assuming that sequential turns from a single 
participant are a unit. Hence, are coded within the four categories I, R, RI and RC.   
2.9.3.1 Initiate (I) 
This is an initial turn in the exchange which anticipates a following response from 
participants. It is not predicted from a previous turn.  
In the WhatsApp logs, Initiate turns are identified at the beginning of the 
conversations where a mentor commences lessons on career development. They 
are also identified at the point where topic changes, considered to be the beginning 
of another exchange. 
2.9.3.2 Response (R) 
It is asserted in Kneser et al (2001) that an exchange without a responding turn is 
not considered a well-formed exchange. A Responding turn provides a response 
from the previous turn. It is not an initial turn. It does not predict a subsequent turn 
from other participants. This turn usually concludes the exchange.  
In data at core of the study, this move category emerges at different sections, 
unlike in typical question-answer sessions between learners   and mentors. 
Considering that the nature of this study is embedded within exposure of varied 
career fields, responding moves appear frequently at points where mentors share 
details about their career journey and learners   respond by asking questions either 
by eliciting or complimenting information. Both protégés and mentors are eligible 
to ask and answer questions. Thus, Response turns appear on both sides.  
2.9.3.3 Response-Complement (RC) 
This is a response that rests within provision of feedback in a form of 
acknowledgement or evaluation. It serves as an acknowledgement to having heard 
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the speaker and signals an intention to close an exchange (Kneser et al, 2001). 
This does not predict a following turn nor is it initial. It is predicted from a previous 
turn. Unlike Response (R), RC conveys limited information.  
2.9.3.4 Re-Initiate (RI) 
These are turns that signal an intention to perpetuate the current exchange. It 
predicts a following response. It is non-predicted nor is it an initial turn. RI can 
appear as questions or statements branching from initial turns (Lim, 2006). 
The Exchange Structure Analysis model comprises set of moves determining 
purposes turns. Turns may intend at challenging, justifying, clarifying, providing 
feedback, informing, inquiring or reasoning (Wishart & Guy, 2009). The following 
ESA move categories are summarized based on Pilkington (1999) and Lim (2006). 
Table 2-6:ESA Move Categories 
MOVE CATEGORY DEFINITION 
Challenge (CHA) Propose another alternative view over discussion or thought  
Justify (JUS) Justification defends a stated positon with information of 
evidence. It can also challenge or dispute stated position with 
evidence 
Clarify (CLA) More information or clarity is sought from previous turn to 
make stated positions easily understandable 
Inform (INF) This serves to provide description of information or make 
observation of events 
Inquire (INQ) Inquiries request or elicit information from participants 
Reason (REA) This states causal proposition, presents problem-solving or 
cause-consequence. It can also present support or 
contradiction for alternative hypotheses 
Feedback (FBK) Feedback-Evaluation (FBK-E) 
- Validates the truth or correctness of a previous turn 
- Comments on the quality of the previous turns 
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MOVE CATEGORY DEFINITION 
Feedback-Acknowledgement (FBK-A) 
- Reports the state of the participant 
- Claim or acknowledge understanding or hearing the 
previous turns 
 
In summary, an educational discourse according to Lim (2006) is conceptualized 
in two categories; the ESA level and Move level. The ESA level unfolds categories 
of I, R, RI and RC as depicted earlier. These four conversational categories are 
further coded according to their respective purposes to Check, Clarify, Extend, 
Justify, Inquire, Challenge, Reason or provide Feedback.  These are summarized 
in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 below. 
 
Figure 2-5:Discourse analysis at ES and Move level categories 
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The figures as projected in Lim (2006, p. 120-121) reveal that data can be coded 
in two significant categories: the ES level and Move level. The ES level unveils the 
structural organisation of the pedagogical chat exchange while Move level analysis 
indicates the communicative intentions underlying the turns constituting the 
exchange (Lim, 2006). Just like in the study of Lim, “coding of structural positions 
and pragmatic functions of turns” is directed by interpretations of their relevance 
“rather than correctness or accuracy of the content in the turns” (Lim, 2006, p. 120).  
Although the study focuses on turns that contribute towards enhancement of 
protégés’ career conceptions categorized under Exchange Structure (ES) and 
Move levels, additional out of context turns were evident during coding process. 
The turns are classified in separate category as Off-Topic (OT) (Lim, 2006, p. 117). 
These turns constitute amongst other things, greetings, different types of emojis 
and responses that are out of the topic in discussion. They serve to enhance social 
or teaching presence in educational interactions (Garrison, Anderson & Archer, 
2000). Table 2-7 presents sub-categories of Off-Topic turns according to Lim 
(2006, p. 119): 
Table 2-7: Sub-categories of Off-Topic turns 
Off-Topic (OT) 
OT-Social (OT-S) These turns such as greetings, social banter and 
emoticons that support development of groups 
OT-Administration (OT-A) These turns deal with housekeeping issues for 
the mentoring group such as time-calls and 
reminders 
Figure 2-6:ES and Move Levels of online discourse 
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OT-Technical (OT-T) Results from technical problems such as 
mistyping and problems with network connections 
or equipment  
 
The Social Off-topics appear frequently in this study in a form of usage of smiling 
emoticons and thumbs up signs. They are used as responses to texts. The 
following figure portrays some of the emojis as captured from 
www.emojimeanings.net 
 
 
The Administration (OT-A) appear in mostly at the beginning of sessions with 
mentors. These turns mostly assess the presence and readiness of the protégés 
to interact with mentors.  
  
Figure 2-7:  WhatsApp emoticons and explanations 
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In the WhatsApp group chats, most of the emoticons in Figure 2-8, especially the 
“thumbs-p” sign emerges at the beginning of an exchange as part of administrative 
Off-Task turn. Captured below is the authentic snapshot of the turns.  
 
Figure 2-9:WhatsApp interaction portraying the use of emoticons 
 
Figure 2-8: WhatsApp Hand emoticons and explanations 
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Different types of emoticons were utilized throughout the interactions by all 
participants.  
The ESA categories and OTs turns are recorded and coded on a spreadsheet as 
it appears in the transcript depicted in Figure 2.10 
 
Figure 2-10: Transcript depicting WhatsApp discourses coded according to ESA 
categories and OTs 
2.9.4 Emerging Critiques on Sinclair and Coulthard’s Model 
The main critique on Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) model is its “inflexibility” (Heinel, 
2017). This model was designed to analyse discourses in a traditionally structured 
and rigid education context (Cockayne, 2010; Heinel, 2017). Therefore, data 
collected from student-centred educational context cannot openly be applied into 
the model (Cockayne, 2010). Furthermore, the model can only be applied to 
sections of classroom discourses between educators and learners but cannot 
provide analysis of learner-learner interactions in “projects, discussion groups, or 
the playground” (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975, p. 6). These are reasons some 
constituents of the model shall be ignored in analysis of this study.  
2.9.5 Context of the research  
Due to highly structured mode in which Sinclair and Coulthard model were applied, 
exchanges emerging from WhatsApp group comprising of “relaxed atmosphere” 
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and “relative looseness” of who was in control of the conversations (Heinel, 2017, 
p. 5) would not easily fit into the model.  This model requires a context in which an 
educator has most control over discourses (Cockayne, 2010). In the WhatsApp 
group chat, from which data for this paper was collected, an educator acts as a 
facilitator of the mentorship program. His functions entail:  
 Invitations and addition of mentors into the group, 
 Privately describing the operation of the group to the mentors, 
 Updating learners on the brief nature of the mentor and preparing learner 
readiness and online presence, 
 Facilitating conversations throughout and ask probing questions, 
clarifications and elaborations to the group participants, especially the 
mentors and mentors change in every exchange. 
Mentors assume the role of a teacher in a learner-centred educational context. 
Complementing Heinel (2017), research in Non-traditional Japanese class, the 
group chat is characterized by loose structure, openness and freedom to inquire 
from the mentors in advancing their (learners) career perceptions. These 
characteristics afford learners opportunities to “contribute to and participate in real-
world conversations (Heinel, 2017, p. 1). For this reason, adaptation of the original 
model of Sinclair and Coulthard allowed for the analysis of data collected in a 
context of this nature (Cockayne, 2010).  
 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
This chapter has outlined key concepts at the centre of this research paper. The 
chapter also discussed the transition from traditional to modern day perception of 
mentoring, explicating the transition from face-to-face to long distance online 
support through synchronous media. Lastly, the ESA model as the framework 
upon which this study rests has been explored and justified. 
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CHAPTER 3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
This chapter explores the research methodologies and design underlying 
assessment of interactional patterns in the online mentoring group chat. 
Throughout, the nature of qualitative strategy and case study design are unpacked 
and justified for this kind of intervention program. The structure of this chapter is 
underpinned by the model of the research onion adapted from Saunders, Barber 
and Taylor (2006).  It shows the hierarchy of research philosophy, approach, 
methodology, research techniques and procedures, time horizon and strategy as 
described below. The research design particular to this study is indicated in the 
various in Figure 3-1. 
 
Figure 3-1 Research onion structure applied to reflect research design (Saunders, 
Barber, & Taylor, (2006).  
 RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY 
An interpretivist paradigm is adopted as an essential research philosophy for this 
study. According to Rahi (2017), the selection of a research paradigm is crucial 
because it affords the researcher to remain objective with reference to existing 
alternative perspective instead of dwelling much on his own philosophical know-
how. Other paradigms include positivism, advocacy and pragmatism. 
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The interpretivist perspective is ideal for this research due to the following reasons 
as adapted from Rahi (2017) and Pothongsunan (2010). 
a) It is used when the researcher intends to make observations or 
interpretations on an environment in order to develop a theory 
b) It seeks to investigate how humans perceive and makes sense of the world 
c) It constitutes intensive comprehension of a concept and the world in which 
research lives 
d) It assists the researcher in developing subjective meanings of their 
experiments 
e) True knowledge is constructed from deep interpretation of a subject 
f) Meaning is socially constructed 
The context core to this research study is meaning, but meaning is socially 
constructed by learners and mentors via interactions on WhatsApp (Antwi & 
Kasim, 2015). The intention of this study is to investigate how the learners perceive 
and make sense of career development (Phothongsunan, 2010). Rather than 
attempting to understand what is generalizable and universal, interpretative 
paradigm aims at understanding values, beliefs and meaning of social phenomena 
(Gallardo, Marques & Bullen, 2015). Other researchers assert that this paradigm 
is ideal in qualitative research methods such as case studies and observations 
(Willis, 2007). These research methods are embodied in this study.  
 RESEARCH APPROACH 
In this research data is scrutinized inductively. This due to the fact that data is 
emanating and interpreted extensively from small sample of learners. Shoaib cited 
in Atta, Ayaz and Nawaz (2015) asserts that inductive approach is ideal when the 
researcher deals with small setting with a small number of learners. This approach 
is personalized, and the method of discovery depends on the perceptions of 
learners.  In comparison, the deductive method is traditional, structured and 
predictable (Atta, Ayaz & Nawaz, 2015). Furthermore, in an inductive approach, 
the researcher is immersed in the data to make sense of the context (Zhou, Xu & 
Martinovic, 2017). Malhotra (2017) also states that the inductive method: 
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a) Aims at establishing limited generalizations about the distribution of patterns 
of associations among social phenomena, 
b) Makes generalizations from observation of a specific event, 
c) Starts with particular statement and concludes with universal proportions, 
d) Has its explanations fundamentally based on facts accessed from pure, 
dispassionate and neutral observations. 
The inductive method is used in qualitative research whereas deductive approach 
is suitable for quantitative (Myburgh & Strauss, 2015). This paper uses qualitative 
research methodology.  
  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN 
3.3.1 Qualitative versus Quantitative research  
Comprehension of the difference between qualitative and quantitative research 
methodologies is of great importance to the attainment of the research aims. In 
their recent paper on Discovery or Justification of research methodologies, Park 
and Park (2016) assert that researchers have the tendency of adopting quantitative 
methods without deliberating on Whether the intention [is] discovery or justification 
of discovery or justification of facts or theory. This implies that research intentions 
or aims regulate the kind of methodology to be embraced. It is recommended that 
research aiming at justifying phenomena adopts quantitative method while 
qualitative methods are ideal for discovery of facts or theory (Park & Park, 2016). 
Unlike quantitative data which aims at testing theory and hypotheses, qualitative 
data develops hypothesis (Myburgh & Strauss, 2015).  Table 3.1 provides further 
distinction between the two research methodologies. This table is modified from 
the work of Johnson and Christensen (2008); Lichtman (2006); Myburgh & Strauss 
(2015); Park and Park (2016). 
To add on the distinction, Ercikan and Roth (2006) assert that qualitative research 
is characterized by: low levels of inferences, thick descriptions of phenomena and 
subjectivity. Although these authors advocate for juxtaposition instead of 
polarization of qualitative and quantitative methodology, this research adopts 
qualitative research methodology. 
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Table 3-1 Distinction between quantitative and qualitative research 
Criteria Quantitative Qualitative 
Objective Quantification and generalization 
of results from sample of a 
population 
Looks at cause and effect and 
make predictions 
To comprehend and interpret social 
interactions 
Group of study Larger number of cases 
representing population of target 
and randomly selected 
Smaller and not randomly selected 
Deductive/Inductive Deductive Inductive 
Type of data collected Numerical data and statistics Words, images or objects 
Data collection Structured and validated data-
collection instruments 
Unstructured or semi-structured 
interviews, observations, open-
ended responses, field notes and 
reflections 
Data analysis Non-statistical Statistical; findings are conclusive 
and descriptive in nature 
Role of researcher Objective observer 
Researcher and their biases are 
anonymous to the participants 
Active participant in the research 
Researcher’s biases may be open to 
the participants 
Scientific method Confirmatory or top-down 
Data are used to test hypothesis 
and theory  
Exploratory or bottom-up 
Investigator uses data collected to 
develop new hypotheses and theory 
View of human behaviour Regular and predictable Social, natural, dynamic, personal 
and situational 
Nature of observation Behaviour studied under controlled 
context 
Study behaviour in a natural 
environment 
Report Statistical report with correlations 
and comparisons of means, 
medians are used 
Exploratory  
Findings are not conclusive 
Direct quotations from participants 
are used 
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According to Myburgh and Strauss (2015), qualitative methodology affords 
intensive exploration, comprehension and eventual description of the phenomena. 
Contextualizing qualitative method into the social platform, this methodology will 
afford in-depth understanding of rural learners’ online interactive patterns 
throughout the duration of the mentorship intervention. It is essential in qualitative 
approach that the researcher takes an active role of an investigator in search of 
clues, material and evidence necessary for eventual description of a phenomenon 
(Myburgh & Strauss (2015). Although specific research methodology is adopted, 
this paper acknowledges claims advocated by Ercikan and Roth (2006, p. 14) that 
polarizing research into qualitative and quantitative “limits research inquiry,” 
resulting in inadequate answers to the research questions. Considering the 
qualities of quantitative method as summarized in Table 3-1, it would be ideal to 
interpret the activity logs in the online mentorship intervention as there are more of 
qualitative data than there are quantitative. This also considers the fact that the 
author served subjectively as the active participant in the research than an 
objective observer. Nevertheless, some quantitative statistical data will be utilized 
in the analysis of exchange types, move levels, elements of ES levels and OTs.  
The descriptive quantitative data will be used to identify frequencies of the 
exchange types in order to determine the interactional patterns of data logs. 
3.3.2 Strategy: Case Study Design 
In this case study, the career-focus online mentoring is extensively explored, 
examined, described and interpreted for the purpose of illumination and 
understanding (DeMarrais & Lapan, 2004). This research strategy is suitable for 
examining contemporary events within real life context using a wide range of 
sources of evidence (Yin, 2006). It permits comprehensive inquiry and in-depth 
understanding of issues across multiple disciplines (Harrison, Birks, Frinklin & 
Mills, 2017). A case study research is distinct from other research strategies as it 
is investigated and examined in a real world context (Yin, 2014).  
Definitions, justifications and underpinnings of case study research evolved 
throughout the years. Nonetheless, it is still complex to develop a single universal 
theoretical perspective as predominant users of this strategy emerged from varied 
multiple disciplines (Harrison et al, 2017). As reported by Harrison and collaborates 
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(2017), common elements can be deduced from diverse research. This study 
adopts the case study as research methodology. 
The real-world setting in this context rests upon an online mentoring intervention 
designed to enhance rural learners’ career fields. A case of Mahlare Secondary 
School’s Grades 11 and 12 science learners involved in a rules governed career 
development WhatsApp group is examined. In this setting, learners engage in 
career guidance social conversations with mentors (described as guests) weekly 
and at times fortnightly.  The guests are from different levels of study, areas of 
specialization, occupations and educational institutions. Their role is to narrate 
extensively their career journey, describe their studies and occupations. Extensive 
comprehension and interpretation of conversations within the social media 
platform is of great significance to drawing conclusions in this research (Johnson 
& Christensen, 2008; Lichtman, 2006; Myburgh & Strauss, 2015; Park and Park, 
2016). The research will be characterized by low levels of inferences, thick 
description of phenomena and subjectivity (Ercikan & Roth, 2006). 
 
 
Table 3-2 Case study elements and descriptors 
Element Description 
The Case  Object of the case study identified as the entity of interest 
or unit of analysis Program, individual, group, social 
situation, organization, event, phenomena, or process. 
A bounded system  Bounded by time, space, and activity 
 Encompasses a system of connections 
 Bounding applies frames to manage contextual variables 
 Boundaries between the case and context can be blurred 
Studied in context  Studied in its real life setting or natural environment 
 Context is significant to understanding the case 
 Contextual variables include political, economic, social, 
cultural, historical, and/or organizational factors 
In-depth study  Chosen for intensive analysis of an issue, 
 Fieldwork is intrinsic to the process of the inquiry, 
 Subjectivity a consistent thread—varies in depth and 
engagement depending on the philosophical orientation of 
the research, purpose, and methods, 
 Reflexive techniques pivotal to credibility and research 
process. 
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Element Description 
Selecting the case  Based on the purpose and conditions of the study, 
 Involves decisions about people, settings, events, 
phenomena, social processes; 
 Scope: single, within case and multiple case sampling; 
 Broad: capture ordinary, unique, varied and/or accessible 
aspects; 
 Methods: specified criteria, methodical and purposive; 
replication logic: theoretical or literal replication (YIN, 2014). 
Multiple sources of 
evidence 
 Multiple sources of evidence for comprehensive depth and 
breadth of inquiry, 
 Methods of data collection: interviews, observations, focus 
groups, artefact and document review, questionnaires 
and/or surveys, 
 Methods of analysis: vary and depend on data collection 
methods and cases; need to be systematic and rigorous, 
 Triangulation highly valued and commonly employed. 
Case study design  Descriptive, exploratory, explanatory, illustrative, evaluative 
 Single or multiple cases 
 Embedded or holistic (YIN, 2014) 
 Particularistic, heuristic, descriptive (MERRIAM, 1998, 
2009) 
 Intrinsic, instrumental, and collective (STAKE, 1995, 2006) 
 
This study is an explanatory case study; it seeks to explain at an extensive level 
the phenomena in the data in order to investigate how mobile technology advances 
learners career development (Zainal, 2007). This is because the how question 
deals with operational links needing to be traced over time, rather than mere 
frequencies or incidence (Yin, 2006).  
3.3.3 Time horizon: Cross-sectional 
Cross-sectional research is adopted in this study because it is observational. This 
research obtains a representative sample by taking a cross section of population 
(Segwick, 2014). Some characteristics include: it is quick, easy and cheap to 
administer.  Measurements are obtained at a single setting: data is collected from 
participants only ones and it may inform a baseline for a more complex 
investigation like a cohort study (Segwick, 2014).  
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A single setting in this research study is the WhatsApp group which comprises on 
learners   interacting with mentors (identified as guests). Observations are made 
in order to comprehend the nature of rural learners’ career perceptions. 
 PURPOSIVE SAMPLING  
To address research objectives, specific data sources from which data are 
assembled will be selected (Gentles, Charles & Ploeg, 2015). As criterion for 
inclusion in purposive sampling, only “information-rich” cases were selected 
(Patton, 2015, p. 264). From the recorded online mentoring conversations on 
career guidance, only 5 activity logs with sustained (or longest) duration of and 
extensive social exchanges were sampled and analysed. This was to ensure that 
only data with rich information central and relevant to the purpose of the inquiry 
were studied (Patton, 2015; Yin, 2011). The sample size of the WhatsApp group 
constituted 35 learners of all genders.  
 DATA SAMPLE AND COLLECTION 
An average of 35 Grade 11 and 12 learners participated in the mentorship program 
through synchronous mobile application, WhatsApp. Prior to learners’ interaction 
with guests, the learners were added into the group by the researcher. Rules of 
operation were highlighted by the researcher outlined below:  
a) English is the universal language of all our interactions 
b) Use academic English. Follow grammatical rules 
c) Avoid contractions or stylised texting habits. For instance, “u” instead of “you”; 
“wouldn’t” for “would not”, “lyk” for “ like.” All words have to be written in full 
just like your names on your ID document. 
d) Respond politely to all participants. When greeting, for instance, “good 
morning”; your reply could be, “good morning Annah (or Zanele) or Good 
morning Sir. Zanele could go further to ask, “how are you ladies and 
gentlemen?” Instead of just saying, “Fine”, politely reply back by, “I am good, 
thanks Zanele, what about you?” or “we are great, thanks for asking, and 
you?” 
e) Learn communicative skills and think of moral behavior as a hook for every 
thought. Let us say, I post something on the group, like “please do not be 
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late” or “bring your science textbook along tomorrow”, some of you would just 
reply, “ok” or “alright” or even make it worse by just posting “thumb-up”. Such 
kind of a response is considered to rude to some people.  
f) Learn to be open 
g) Invite or attract the person with whom you are communicating by all means 
thus instead of just, “ok”, you could write, “Thank you very much Sir for letting 
us know or reminding us, we shall consider that” or “alright Sir, we shall do 
that”.  
h) You must stimulate conversation instead of closing or limiting it 
i) Show respect to everyone 
j) Feel free to make mistakes so we could rectify each other. If you do not 
respond to my questions or remarks, how would I detect your weaknesses? 
How would I identify your areas of need? 
k) Do away with “ignorance.” Many of your fellows post questions or I ask 
questions and you just ignore them. That is the kind of habit you must not 
attempt getting yourself used to. Or else you would have to accept the identify 
people entitle you with, “ignorant person”. And guess what, you would not be 
considered reliable. Help me bring you up. Help me develop you and interact 
more. 
l) Avoid what I would name as “conversation flashback.” This is when you 
find conversation ongoing and hot, and you just decide to take us back, 
unnecessarily. For example, I greet “good afternoon”, somebody responds 
and we are at the part of “how are you?” or we are already discussing a 
matter, then you just log in and say “good morning Sir”. You are disturbing 
our conversation. You are breaking it.  
m) This is the kind of communicative character I would not appreciate should you 
get used to it.  
n) Communication is a skill, ladies and gentlemen. Conversation could be 
sustained through what I would call, “conversation stimulants.” For 
example, instead of “good morning”, when somebody has replied already, 
join the existing conversation and “stimulate it”. To stimulate is to make 
something develop or grow.  
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o) Let us say you find us talking about how our day was and leaving it like that, 
join us and tell more about your day. You could say, “good morning, my day 
was great, I went to Groblersdal and met one of wedding songs singer”. You 
see! You shall have joined the conversation in a stimulating, polite and 
enthusiastic manner.  
p) When somebody ask, “how was your day” do not respond “fine” or “great”. 
That is an absolute rudeness or uneasiness. Somebody might get an 
impression you do not want to talk to them. You can say, “it is going great, I 
am reading a novel and talks about this and that”. You have to elaborate. 
q) Let me just alert you about something. There is a difference between, 
“love you” and “I love you”, between “fine” and “I am fine”; “miss you” 
and “I miss you”. “Miss you” sorts of sounds doubtful, unsure and it is 
not “heart-warming or heart-stimulating”. It is not a conversation 
stimulant 
These rules were created by the researcher who assumed a position of the group 
administrator. Learners who transgressed the rules were afforded a number of 
warnings from the administrator and fellow learners. Multiple transgressions led to 
removal of the learner from the group. The rules were not created from the 
beginning of the initiative but were necessitated by the nature of learners’ 
interactive remarks throughout the process: 
a) Rudeness when replying to each other’s texts 
b) Frequent use of contractions  
c) Lack of politeness and respect  
d) Disinterest in assisting one another 
e) Non-polite welcoming of mentors 
 DATA NEATNESS AND PRESENTATION 
WhatsApp does not have quantitative and qualitative data analysis mechanisms 
available to the users on its current application. The researcher had to send 
interaction logs through email. The emailed logs were automatically converted to 
“Text Document” readable on Notepad and WordPad. For tidiness and statistical 
analysis purposes, the transcripts were copied and pasted into Ms Word table.  
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Table 3-3 Transcript example 
 
The Table 3-3 categorized data into columns: dates, time, participants and 
conversation. Due to lack of word prediction mechanisms in MS Word program, I 
had to alter to MS Excel. Excel spreadsheet is able to predict words that were 
utilized before and has column divisions as part of its nature. This was a convenient 
move for me. Images and videos that were shared during conversations were 
omitted within original data logs during transfer of the conversations to an email.  
Omitted media is denoted by “<image omitted>” in the conversation logs. Table 3-
4 portrays restructured exchanges between learners and mentors. 
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Table 3-4 Example of Manually structured WhatsApp conversation logs 
 
Throughout cleaning and neatening data, an additional demographic category of 
gender was added to enhance discovery of outcomes. This data was analysed 
using ESA model as described in Chapter 2.   
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 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
Research methodologies and design underlying assessment of interactional 
patterns in the online mentoring group chat are explored in this chapter. 
Throughout, the nature of qualitative strategy and case study design are unpacked 
and justified for this kind of intervention program. The structure of this chapter is 
underpinned by the research onion adapted from Saunders, Barber and Taylor 
(2006), which necessitates the hierarchy of research philosophy, approach, 
methodology, research techniques and procedures, time horizon and strategy as 
described below. The chapter explored research methods and designs 
underpinning this research study using research onion as a guideline. Constituents 
of the research onion levels of hierarchy: interpretivism, inductive approach, case 
study, mono method, cross-sectional research and how data were made and 
justified to fit the nature of this research study.  
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CHAPTER 4. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
This chapter presents structure of data that emanated from WhatsApp group chats 
as learners interacted with mentors. Background on the nature of the WhatsApp 
group participants is provided in this chapter, together with categorized data whose 
structure is underpinned by ESA model.  Discourse analysis was utilized as a guide 
to analyse interactional patterns emerging from the rural learners and mentor 
exchanges.  Learner-mentor exchanges were coded using Exchange Structure 
Analysis method as presented and discussed in Chapter 2. 
 GENERIC BACKGROUND 
As stated in Chapter 3, the WhatsApp group comprised of 35 learners on average 
(Grade 11 and 12). All learners were enrolled in the school’s science stream 
(having Physical Sciences, Agricultural Sciences and Life Sciences as subjects of 
specialisation). Learners were afforded an opportunity to interact with mentors 
(identified as guests in WhatsApp conversations) with an intention to understand 
the nature of mentors’ career fields.  
Mentors from varied areas of study, institutions and occupations were recruited 
and added into the group by the administrator fortnightly, in average. As part of the 
interaction guidelines, the administrator disguised under the pseudonym “admin” 
requested the mentors to narrate their background (past family status, personality 
traits and academic journey) before being added into the group. These transcripts 
are row chats of activity logs as extracted from WhatsApp group. And are 
presented in various figures below:  
 
Figure 4-1: Transcript of  mentor introducing her academic background 
   
Figure 4-1 transcript shows a mentor unpacking her academic background as part 
of the guidelines highlighted by the researcher to the mentor. 
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Transcript 4- 1: Home background 
 
 
Figure 4-2 mentor narrating her social background 
 
Figure 4-3: Mentor justifying her decision of being open 
 
In Figure 4-2 and 4-3 the transcripts convey a mentor unpacking her academic 
background as part of the guidelines highlighted by the researcher to the mentor. 
And portray the mentor narrating her social background in an attempt to embed 
her situation within learners’ context. 
Subsequent to the mentor’s academic and social background narration, learners 
responded by asking questions and making general comments 
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Figure 4-4: Transcript of learners commending on mentor's background information 
 
Technically, conversations with mentors had to last for an hour, from 19:00-20:00 
pm. However, due to different intensities of conversations between mentors and 
learners, some of the interactions lasted longer. 
In preparing learners for sessions with mentors, warm up exercise was performed 
by the administrator before addition of every mentor. This was for the purpose of 
assessing readiness of learners. Figure 4-5 transcript provides an example of such  
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Figure 4-5: Transcript of warm up exercise before addition of a guest 
4.1.1 Nature of mentors and their pseudonyms 
4.1.1.1 Charmaine 
The identity of mentor 1 is under the pseudonym, Charmaine. She is a biomedical 
scientist specialising in Molecular Medicine, Immunology and Infectious Diseases 
(molecular medicine and Tuberculosis) in her early 30s and she has been a 
researcher for more than 5 years. More of her background reflects on the following 
transcript. 
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Figure 4-6: Transcript of Charmain’s background 
4.1.1.2 Chantel 
Mentor 2 was disguised under the name, Chantel. She is an astronomy expert in 
her early 50s and has been in the industry for more than 15 years.  
 
Figure 4-7: Transcript of Chantel’s background 
4.1.1.3 Mudhi 
Mentor 3 is identified as Mudhi, with age in the late 20s. He is a mechanical 
engineer and have contributed to the development of University of Johannesburg’s 
solar car. He has been an engineer for more than 2 years. 
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Figure 4-8: Transcript of Mudhi’s background 
4.1.1.4 Koki 
And mentor 4 is named Koki, in mid 20s. He has studied Organic Chemistry and 
has been an employee for a year. 
 
Figure 4-9: Transcript of Koki’s background 
 
This study reports on each mentor’s WhatsApp data set. Each data set has its own 
characteristics with regard to the number of active participants on the day, the 
duration of interactions, openness and enthusiasm.  
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As covered in Chapter 2, ESA model was used to identify interactional patterns 
existing in the WhatsApp conversations. 
 PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Against group participants, data are categorized in accordance with: Elements of 
ES level, Move level, Delayed Response and Off-Topic (OT).  
4.2.1 Report on mentor, Charmaine’s activity log 
Although the standard duration for chats was set for 1 hour, interactions between 
learners and Charmaine the biomedical scientist, lasted for 4 hours. The figures 
below provide quantitative overview of the nature of interactions.  
 
Figure 4-10: Charmaine's  Frequency-Exchange types graph 
This figure 4-10 compares entries under Teaching Exchanges (TE) and Boundary 
Exchange (BE). Quantitatively, 246 chat entries were identified as TE while only 
19 belonged on to BE category. The TE involve entries where questions were 
asked and feedback was provided (Cockayne, 2010). In this study, these TE 
account for 77 % of all exchanges which would signify the importance during these 
chats. The 19 BE entries show that the teacher, whose role was assumed 
interchangeably between mentors and the administrator signaled movement to 
other sections of the conversation. A practical example of BE reflected in the chat 
is when Charmaine signaled learners that she was moving from an introductory 
stage of greetings to the core of her background on career path.  The signaling 
part is highlighted in Figure 4-11. 
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Figure 4-11:Boundary Exchange (BE) example highlighted 
 
The teaching exchanges comprise of Elements of ES levels, IFR (Initiate, 
Response and Feedback). This was further adapted into I (Initiate), Response (R), 
Response-Initiate (RI) and Response-Complement (RC) by Kneser et al (2001) 
and Wilshart and Guy (2009). Statistical data for these elements as coded in 
Charmaines transcripts were captured as follows in Figure 4-12.  
 
Figure 4-12: Charmaine's Frequencies of elements of ES level 
 
Response-Compliment (RC) in the data set conveys higher frequency than RI, I 
and R, with Initiate (I) at lower frequency magnitude.  This shows that many 
participants provided acknowledgment, feedback or evaluation.  Since major 
participants were learners, it is thus safe to suggest that many learner responses 
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were complementary as they interacted with Charmaine than they initiated or re-
initiated conversations.  
The learners   were also responsive towards previous exchanges with the mentor. 
as depicted in Figure 4-13. 
 
Figure 4-13: Charmaine's Move level frequencies 
 
The exchange levels were further narrowed down to move categories which serve 
to describe the intentions of the exchange. These exchanges either aimed at 
Justifying (JUS), Clarifying (CLA), Informing (INF), Inquiring (INQ), Extending 
(EXD), Reasoning (REA) and/or providing Feedback (FBK). Feedback provision 
was characterized into Feedback-Evaluation (FBK-E) and Feedback-
Acknowledgement (FNK-A). The following data presents the most dominating 
conversational intention to the least. 
According the move level frequency figure, learners Charmain had less reasoning, 
inquiries, justifications, and clarity seeking in comparison with the other levels of 
exchange such as feedback A and B, informing and extending. However, there 
existed a rise in Extending, provision of description, and validation of truthfulness 
of exchange. The highest frequency in Feedback-Acknowledgement (FBK-A) 
suggests that there has been frequent acknowledgement of understanding 
between participants. 
Certain interactions served a purpose supporting social interactions with the group, 
such as greetings and emoticons. Others intended at administering the group. 
These moves do not form part of the main conversation but are necessary for 
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flourishing of the group chats.  The number of OT-A Off-Topic Administration and 
OT-S (Off Topic- Social) interactions are depicted in Figure 4-14 below: 
 
Figure 4-14: Charmaine's Off-Topic frequency 
 
The OT-A (Off Topic-Administration) in the figure describe frequencies of house-
keeping calls. These were typically administered by the group administrator. The 
high number of OT-S (Off Topic- Social) portrays how frequent the social support 
structures have appeared. It had a frequency of 43 against 39 of OT-A. The 
comparison between the two is insignificant as they both perform parallel 
necessary tasks to keep the discussion from derailing.  
4.2.2 Report on mentor, Chantel’s activity log 
An evening chat with Chantel, the astronomy expert lasted for 2 hours and 30 
minutes. Just like in the first group data set, this lasted longer that it was set. The 
number of exchanges are presented in Figure 4-15: 
 
Figure 4-15: Chantel's Exchange types frequency 
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Teaching Exchanges amounted to 188 against 3 Boundary Exchanges. The 
frequencies are lower than those that have been exhibited in the WhatsApp 
interactions with Charmain perhaps due to the decrease in the duration of the chats 
being 1 hour and 30 minutes shorter than the evening chat with Charmain. In 
Figure 4-16 Chantel’s ES level of frequency is presented. 
 
Figure 4-16: Chantel's Elements of ES level frequency 
 
Response (R) in this group data set is at the highest frequency, showing that 
learners   were more comfortable in responding and making acknowledge, 
feedback or evaluation than initiating (I) and reinitiating (RI) conversations. 
Figure 4-17 conveys the nature of interactions of learners and the mentor. 
 
Figure 4-17: Chantel's Move level frequencies 
Provision of description of information amongst participants (INF) in this data set 
dominated. This is in concurrence with rise in inquiries (INQ).  Hence, it would not 
be amis to conclude that as learners inquired, the mentor had to provide more 
information leading to more inquiry type exchanges 
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The Off Topic-Administration in this conversation was higher than Off Topic-Social. 
The information is portrayed in the Figure 4-18 below. 
 
Figure 4-18: Off-Topic frequency 
In spite of the shorter session (as compared to Charmaine’s session) the increase 
in the frequency of OT-A exchanges depicting the frequencies of house-keeping 
calls is telling as the OT-S exchanges dropped significantly. Where previously it 
was in balance, in the case of Chantel the significant drop can be ascribed to the 
learners becoming that are not as familiar with the topic under discussion. 
4.2.3 Report on mentor, Mudhi’s activity log 
Group chats with Mudhi, the mechanical engineer lasted for 2 hrs. Just like in the 
previous group data sets, Teaching Exchanges dominated the interactions. Figure 
4-19  below conveys Teaching Exchange frequency against Boundary Exchanges. 
TE yielded 171 while BE had only 4 counts. 
 
Figure 4-19: Mudhi's Exchange types frequency 
 
The figure below shows the number of turns identified under Response-
Complement (RC), Re-Initiation (RI), Initiation (I) and Response (R).  
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Figure 4-20: Mudhi's ES level elements frequencies 
 
As portrayed in the Figure 4-20 there were more responding and complementary 
responses than were initiation and re-initiation.  Furthermore, provision of 
description of information and making observation of events takes precedence at 
the exchange’s move levels as revealed below. 
 
Figure 4-21: Mudhi's Move level frequencies 
 
Following INF in precedence are FBK-A and INQ.  This implies that learners were 
more responsive in validation of correctness of previous turns and eliciting 
information from the mentor.  Clarification and justification seeking revealed lowest 
counts.  Reasoning showed no counts.  The social Off-Topic counts were very low 
while the administrative ones revealed higher. 
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Figure 4-22: Mudhi's Off-Topic frequencies 
4.2.4 Report on mentor, Koki’s data set 
Just like in the previous data set, chats with Koki an analytical chemistry graduate 
lasted for 2 hours.  It is also portrayed that Teaching Exchange have higher counts. 
 
Figure 4-23: Koki's Exchange type frequency 
On the elements of ES level, there were less initiation turns, according to the Figure 
4-24. 
 
 
Figure 4-24: Mudhi’s Elements of ES level frequencies 
The data depicts higher frequencies in Response-Complement (RC) and 
Response (R), against the least of Re-Initiation and Initiation (I).  This implies that 
learners acknowledged to have heard the mentor in the previous turns during the 
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interactions. This has further yielded greatest magnitude of frequency with 
reference to reports on the state of participants and acknowledgement of 
understanding (FBK-A) at interactions’ move level. 
 
Figure 4-25: Mudhi's Move level frequencies 
 
Just like in the former data sets, the figure above shows less counts under 
Justification (JUS), Clarification (CLA) and Reasoning (REA).  Provision of 
information (INF) comes second in precedence, after FBK-A.   Finally, the social 
Off-Topics yielded higher counts in this conversation. 
 
Figure 4-26: Mudhi's Off-Topic frequencies 
4.2.5 Summary of section 
The previous presentation showed individual WhatsApp group data sets of 4 
mentors respectively. Each data set was analysed in four graphs: exchange types, 
elements of ES level, move level and off topic turns and against frequencies. The 
next stage of data presentation and analysis comprises of comparison between all 
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four mentors’ data sets. It depicts how each mentor scored against others with 
regards to different layers of ESA model of results. 
An overall comparison and analysis of the data sets is provided according to 
different categories guided by literature on ESA model. The Excel spreadsheet 
with sets are provided in Table 4-1 below: 
Table 4-1: Overall counts in all mentor data 
      Charmaine Chantel Mudhi Koki TOTAL Min Max 
Exchange 
types 
TE 246 188 171 88 693 88 246 
BE 19 3 4 3 29 3 19 
  
Elements 
of ES level 
RC 105 58 48 43 254 43 105 
RI 35 22 22 20 99 20 35 
I 5 4 2 1 12 1 5 
R 73 83 73 24 253 24 83 
  
Move 
level 
FBK-A 74 33 27 36 170 27 74 
FBK-E 34 25 19 9 87 9 34 
INF 56 47 47 15 165 15 56 
EXD 25 7 13 10 55 7 25 
CLA 6 6 2 5 19 2 6 
JUS 10 0 0 0 10 0 10 
INQ 7 38 27 10 82 7 38 
REA 2 0 0  1 0 2 
  
Delayed 
Response 
(D) 
D 5 2 0 0 7 0 5 
 
Off-Topic 
(OT) 
OT-A 39 61 41 2 143 2 61 
OT-S 43 34 8 18 103 8 43 
  
  
  
  
Total 784 611 504 284 
 
Min 2 0 0 0 
Max 246 188 171 88 
  
  
  
  
  
Without Exchange types 
 
Total 519 420 329 193 
Min 2 0 0 0 
Max 105 83 73 43 
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The overall analysis of the graph shows that Charmain had the highest number of 
turns as compared to others. She had 784 counts against Chantel, Mudhi and Koki 
who had 611, 504 and 284 respectively. Charmaine scored the highest on the TE 
(n= 246), RC (n=105), FBK-A (n=74). She also had many counts on RI, FBK-E, 
INF, EXD, JUS and OT-S. Mentor with lowest frequencies on majority of levels was 
Koki, the analytical chemist. 
Considering the interactional patterns (not including the exchange types) on all 
mentors under the category of ES level the highest frequency is depicted on RC 
(n=254) and R (n=253). Under move levels, INF (n=165) and FBK-A (n=170) 
followed by FBK-E (n=87) were higher. On off topics, OT-A takes precedence with 
143 counts. On graphical representations, the following output manifested: 
4.2.6 Frequency of exchange types 
 
Figure 4-27 Total exchange data types and frequencies 
 
Figure 4-27 depicts Charmaine as the mentor with most Teaching Exchanges (TE) 
and Boundary Exchanges (BE). It is also evident that teaching exchanges among 
all mentors were at greater frequencies than boundary exchanges. For Chantel, 
Mudhi and Koki, boundary exchanges frequencies were almost closer to none. 
Further graphical representation below represent frequencies of all mentors’ 
elements of exchange structure levels; RC, RI, I and R. 
All mentors having scored highest on Teaching Exchanges. This suggests that 
more of the online conversations in the WhatsApp group constituted the asking of 
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questions and provision of feedback (Cockayne, 2010). The highest frequency 
having emerged from Charmain and Chantel hierarchically provides that these 
mentors were more open to initiating conversations throughout the exchange. 
Lower counts of BE signifies less mentors’ contribution towards signalling learners   
to move from one section of the conversation to another. Transitions from sections 
occurred spontaneously. 
4.2.7 ES levels and frequencies 
 
Figure 4-28 Total frequencies based on elements of ES level 
Figure 4-28 portrays Charmain’s interactions with learners   as highest contributor 
towards RC, RI and I. Subsequent to Charmain in terms of hierarchy of frequency 
performances is Chantel with high output of RC, RI and I. This data set has the 
highest number of Responses. Comparing the elements of ES levels against each 
other, Initiation depict lowest counts, followed by RI.  
It is important to note that all conversations comprised of frequent counts of 
acknowledgment, feedback or evaluation and responding turns. The higher output 
of frequencies under RC, RI and R among all mentors conveys that learners more 
responsive and comfortable with continuation of a turn from another participant 
that initiating their own (Cook; 1980). It is not astonishing because initiation moves 
are normally made by the teacher (Hellerman, 2003), who acts as a mentor in this 
study. Therefore, the highest frequency as emerged from Charmain and Chantel 
hierarchically provides that these mentors were more open to initiating 
conversations throughout the exchange. This output could be attributed the 
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mentors’ career fields and how the fields were elaborated authentically. Charmain 
narrated her personal background to the learners and has grown up from the same 
area as the learners. Learners related to her background constituents such has 
losing her parents at a young age, growing up in unstable households with relatives 
and developing illnesses at the age of 11. These are contextual factors under 
which a typical rural child is nurtured. Furthermore, Charmain’s career journey is 
based on familiar illnesses like tuberculosis. This is related to what learners 
experience at home and it is also curriculum related under Life Sciences in high 
schools. Hence, learners responded with great interest during the interactions.  
Chantel’s career is not typical to the learners. Astronomy career is frequently seen 
in the movies and scientific books. Hence, interacting with an expert elicited a lot 
of interest from the learners. This is also because of how Chantel made the 
mentorship authentic- how astronomy related to the real life experiences.   
4.2.8 Move levels and frequencies 
 
Figure 4-29: Move levels and their frequencies 
Furthermore, as presented in Figure 4-19, Charmain’s interactions with learners 
scored highest at almost all move levels, except INQ. This means there were less 
number of elicitation of information moves in her synchronous mentor-learner 
communication. This could be attributed to the fact that Charmain understands the 
needs of the learners as she is familiar with the environment of the rural learners.   
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Comparing all move levels, there were less reasoning, justifications, clarifications 
and extensions across all mentor data sets. FBK-A, FBK-E and INF have 
dominated the conversations. Pilkington (1999) and Lim (2006) describe that the 
INF move is characterized by provision or description of information or event 
whereas FBK-A and FBK-E report on the state of the participant and acknowledge 
understanding of the turn, and validity of correctness of the previous turn. In 
essence, learners limitedly inquired, sought clarity, justification or extensions from 
mentors or otherwise. This could either be an indication that prior guidance that 
was provided to mentors by the administrator was useful such that adequate 
information was provided to the learners, or that the rural learners were amazed 
by the unfamiliar careers and hence acknowledged understanding. The 
amazement could also be proven by the higher frequencies of RC. 
Lower frequencies on, CLA, JUS and REA can be attributed to the lack of 
questioning during the interactions. The WhatsApp intervention was set up in such 
a way that mentors were briefed on the structure of the group to provide 
background, talk about the nature of their careers and respond to learners’ turns 
(either questions, comments or request). Question and answer sessions required 
a different setup; it was aimed at eliciting information more than merely career field 
exposure.  
In Mudhi and Koki’s conversations, authenticity and relevance of career fields were 
not as adequate compared to Charmain and Chantel’s. This might imply that 
Analytical Chemistry and Mechanical engineering careers were perhaps not sold 
to the kids.  
4.2.9 Off-Topics and frequencies 
Moreover, Off-Topic turns presented in Figure 4:30 below emanated from 
WhatsApp data sets from all mentors. 
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Figure 4-30: Off-Topics and their frequencies 
Chantel’s conversations were greatly characterized by OT-A, with very less 
reflecting on Koki’s data set. This can be attributed to lot of administrative 
(housekeeping) issues exchanged during Charmain’s interaction. Examples of 
such OT-A may be the frequent “pinging” and assessment of satisfaction and 
understanding during conversations. Charmaine had the highest score on OT-S. 
This means that Charmain exchanged important social turns that kept the online 
group conversations going. This is probably one of the reasons the learners were 
more open to Charmain and Chantel more than the others. Hence, higher total 
number of conversation entries in the data logs. Lower frequencies of OT-S on 
Mhudi and Koki may be attributed to gender. That males generally do not portray 
social elements as much as females during conversations. The lower frequency 
on Koki’s OT-A is attributed to the readiness of the learners ahead of the WhatsApp 
engagement. There were very limited housekeeping issues. And again, the chat 
took place on a Sunday evening, an evening of little disturbances. Hence, learners 
were adequately prepared. All mentors interacted with the same group of learners 
throughout the mentorship program.  
4.2.10 Overall comparison 
Finally, Figure 4-31 below, provides a brief summary of the overall ESA level group 
categories against all mentors. All data that was presented individually against 
every mentor in the previous discussion are brought together for holistic 
comparison. The following figure places mentors against all ESA levels: TE, BE, 
RC, RI, I, R, RBK-A, FBK-E, INF, EXD, CLA, JUS, INQ, REA, D, OT-A and OT-S.  
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Figure 4-31: Overall comparison of data 
In generic form, Charmaine and Chantel had highest frequencies with reference to 
ESA level categories as compared to Mudhi and Koki. Higher performances 
emanated from the following group categories: TE, R, RC and INF. Very limited 
counts are evident on REA, D, JUS, I, BE and CLA.  
The results portray that Charmain and Chantel had the highest counts of 
interactions with frequency of 784 and 611 turns respectively. It is critical to 
mention that these mentors are all females, against their male counterparts; Mudhi 
and Koki. Hmelo-Silver, Jeong, Faulkner and Hartley (2017) assert that in 
computer mediated platforms there may be emergence of unforeseen gender 
effects such as communication gaps in knowledge elaborations. In this study, the 
two female mentors had higher frequency outputs on almost all patterns of 
communications. This means communication gaps in elaborations of career 
guidance between learners and the female mentors were not as narrow as it is 
depicted in interactions with the male counterparts. The assertion concurs with the 
findings that social conversation enhances (OT-S) such as greetings, social banter 
and emoticons (Lim, 2006) reported significant emergence on the data logs of 
Charmain and Chantel. These OT-S turns support development of social 
interaction, hence, yielding higher output of turns which lead to prolonged 
conversations (Lim, 2006).  
In Figure 4-31 ESA level group categories yielded lowest frequencies were D, 
REA, JUS, CLA, I and BE. Delayed responses (D) where at minimal because on 
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most days internet connectivity was strong. Counts of D on Charmaine and Chantel 
show that some learners experienced weak internet reception during the 
interactions. Hence, unlike all other group categories, D is technical. Technical 
issues seldom occurred. Moreover, the setup of the group did not afford 
opportunities for learners to initiate conversations as mentors were briefed by the 
administrator ahead of the chats. Part of briefing required that upon being added 
onto the group, mentors should introduce themselves, and provide a brief 
background. This avoid total silence in the group, considering the reserved nature 
of the rural learners. Hence, lower frequencies on I. Also, conversations were not 
formally structured. They transitioned from one section to another naturally, hence 
lower frequency on BE. Since the main intention of the intervention was to enhance 
career conceptions of the rural learners, there was not much opportunities for 
question and answer sessions. This limited EXD, CLA and JUS. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION 
This chapter revisits the research questions and objectives, reveals limitations of 
the study, the importance of the research study and recommendations for future 
research. 
This research study scrutinized how synchronous online mentoring mobile group 
chats advanced rural learners’ career development conceptions by looking at the 
research question:  
How do synchronous online mentoring mobile group chats advance rural learners’ 
conceptions of career development?   
The research question was underpinned by two objectives: 
 To uncover what emerging patterns of interaction in the group chats suggest 
about the roles of online mentors 
 To describe how the emerging patterns of interactions in the synchronous 
environments inform career development in rural learners 
In Chapter 4, the emergent patterns sought to suggest that for a greater open and 
informative conversations, learners enjoy online mentors, who should assume the 
roles of mediators between unique careers and the real-world situation. This 
affords learners an opportunity to want to learn more in order to enhance their 
career conceptions.  These patterns further suggest that synchronous 
conversations with rural learners need to comprise of more teaching exchanges 
and less boundary exchanges to allow informal and spontaneous flourishing of 
conversation.  
Synchronous online mentoring mobile group chats advance rural learners’ career 
perceptions by affording opportunities for spontaneous informative communication 
between mentors and learners. The nature of the intervention is enhanced by 
frequent social conversation enhancers (OT-S) throughout the chats so that 
learners feel comfortable to interact with learners.  These social OT-S improve the 
nature of conversations.  
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 LIMITATIONS OF STUDY 
Due to the geographical isolated nature of the communities of learners, there was 
constant fluctuation in signal strength.  This was a hindrance to holistic participation 
within conversations during sessions with mentors.  At times, responses would 
experience delays to be posted to the group, or would occur when conversation 
with mentors have ended.  This limited continuous participation of some learners. 
Learners who lacked mobile phones utilized their parents.  Having to borrow mobile 
device and data during the WhatsApp sessions limited the learners’ freedom of 
participation and expression, since parents were likely to review the interactions.  
Initially, some parents had negative attitudes towards their children’s participation 
on online platform and also giving their smartphones to the children for the duration 
of the mentorship. 
Furthermore, some turns are double-barreled. The researcher had to decide which 
one of the ESA level categories would take precedence.  All questions asked 
during turns were coded under R level, although some did not meet the 
requirements of R according to definition.  Some were requests such as “Dr Please 
explain the difference between astronomy and astrology”. Questions and requests 
were difficult to code under ES level category.  In addition to the difficulty, there 
were illustration in form of pictures. 
 IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 
This research serves as a guide to individuals and institutions that develop interest 
in using synchronous online media to enhance learners’ career perceptions. In 
addition, the study is of great towards incorporation of social media for teaching 
and learning. Usage of synchronous mobile group chats may be crucial to narrow 
the gap between learners based in the rural villages and those in the advantaged 
areas with regard to curriculum delivery and services necessary for self-fulfillment. 
Finally, the study puts an emphasis upon explicit group rules and mentor briefings 
ahead of the mentor-learner interactions. 
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 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
More research needs to be done in relation to with how rural learners’ career 
education could be enhanced.  The following factors need to be considered in 
future when designing WhatsApp intervention programs for rural learners. 
 Before structuring an intervention of this nature, learners’ parents need to 
be advised and results of the existing data be presented to them as 
evidence of affordance of meaning, rule-governed and controlled 
participations of their children in online platform.  This would encourage 
parents to support learners with data, mobile devices and time-free.  The 
purpose and structure of the group would need to be explained to the 
parents. 
 Interviews would need to be conducted to maximize understanding of the 
nature of the mentorship programs: both traditional and online career 
guidance. 
 The number of participants needs to be increased to more than 50 (with 
equal number of Males and Females) to be more representative as gender 
does seem to influence participation and exchange levels. 
 When a WhatsApp intervention program is initiated, learners need to be 
advised on using names or nicknames which are explicit to the researcher 
and mentors. 
 More female mentors need to be recruited to provide additional role models 
to young rural girl learners. 
This study contributes to learning to the body of knowledge intended at supporting 
rural education to ensure that rural inhabitants receive quality education and 
resources necessary for career enhancement.  WhatsApp has the ability to provide 
reliable platforms for knowledge-sharing and support.  This research has shown 
how interactional patterns were informed by mentor-learner relations, the nature of 
conversation and the nature of the mentor (gender) in an attempt to advance rural 
learners’ career conceptions. 
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ANNEXURE A: ETHICAL CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE 
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ANNEXURE B: CODED TRANSCRIPTS (MENTOR: CHARMAINE) 
. 
Time Participants Conversation 
Exhange 
Type 
Element 
of ES 
level 
Move 
level  
Delayed 
responses 
(D) 
Off-
Topic 
(OT) 
19:29 Admin 
Can I seea, by a thumbs up how 
many of you are online now? TE       OT-A 
19:36 Admin 
I need to confirm with our guest, 
will you respond or should we 
cancel the appointment if you are 
enough? TE       OT-A 
19:36 Learner 1 I am online, now. TE       OT-A 
19:37 Learner 2 👍 TE       OT-A 
19:37 Learner 4 👍 TE       OT-A 
19:38 Learner 1 👍 TE       OT-A 
19:38 Learner 7 ✌ TE       OT-A 
19:42 Admin Our guest confirmed. BE       OT-A 
19:43 Admin Are you all getting ready? TE       OT-A 
19:44 Learner 1 I am. TE       OT-A 
19:45 Admin Awesome BE       OT-A 
19:45 Admin 
I wonder where others are, asleep 
or yawning? TE       OT-A 
19:47 Learner 2 
👔👖👞🎩👓👜 I was getting ready . 
Oh I am now TE       OT-A 
19:48 Admin Hehe that is awesome. BE       OT-A 
19:48 Admin 
Do you all still remember how I said 
we welcome guests? TE       OT-A 
19:49 Admin Where is Learner 8? TE       OT-A 
19:49 Admin Learner 3? TE       OT-A 
19:49   Learner 13? TE       OT-A 
19:49   Learner 5? TE       OT-A 
19:49   Adelaide? TE       OT-A 
19:49   Learner 6? TE       OT-A 
19:50 WhatsApp You removed Learner 10 TE       OT-A 
19:51 Admin Learner 9 TE       OT-A 
    Learner 11 TE       OT-A 
    Learner 12? TE       OT-A 
    
And etc, where are all these 
creatures? TE       OT-A 
    Ping         OT-A 
    Ping         OT-A 
    Ping         OT-A 
    Ping         OT-A 
    Ping         OT-A 
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    Ping         OT-A 
19:56 WhatsApp 
You Added Learner 4’s cousin 
Learner 10         OT-A 
19:56 Admin Are you all ready people? TE       OT-A 
19:57 Admin 
Now, I am adding our guest to the 
group. Here name is Charmaine. BE       OT-A 
19:57 WhatsApp You added Charmaine (UK lady)         OT-A 
19:59 Learner 6 Good evening, here I am! TE RC 
FBK-
A D OT-S 
20:01 Learner 3 
We welcomr you Charmaine and we 
thank you for accepting our 
invitation.  Feel at home TE I INF   OT-S 
20:02 Learner 5 I am alive sir! TE RC 
FBK-
A D OT-S 
20:02 Charmaine 
Good evening everyone. Thank you 
for the invite. I appreciate every 
opportunity to touch people's lives 
in a meaningful way. I hope what I 
will share with you will make some 
difference in your lives going 
forward. TE I INF   OT-S 
20:04 WhatsApp You added University Student 1         OT-A 
20:05 Charmaine 
A brief background on my official 
career path: BE I INF     
    
I am a biomedical scientist. I 
specialise in Molecular Medicine, 
Immunology and Infectious Diseases 
(now specifically focusing on 
Molecular medicine and 
Tuberculosis). TE RI EXD     
    
I am currently pursuing a PhD in 
Medicine at the University of 
Cambridge in the UK TE RI EXD     
20:06 Learner 1 
Hi, Charlote. We are very thrilled to 
have you, in our group. We 
welcome you, and hope you enjoy 
our company. We are hoping to 
learn a lot from you. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
20:07 Learner 2 
Welcome to our family  Charmaine 
😀 TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
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20:08 Admin 
You are more than welcome Ma'm. I 
normally tell these learners that 
nothing is impossible as long as you 
have a clear vision, ambition, plan 
and desire to stick to the plan; no 
matter where one comes from. 
Would you please tell them where 
you come from, in SA? BE RI EXD     
20:09 Charmaine That is very true Mr Admin. TE RC FBK-E     
    
Education-wise: I have a master's 
(MSc (Med) from the University of 
Cape Town. TE RI EXD     
    
A BSc Hons from Wits University, 
and TE RI EXD     
    
A BSc in Medical sciences from the 
University of Pretoria TE RI EXD     
                
20:10 Charmaine A bit on my background BE RI EXD     
20:10 Learner 5 
It is our pleasure to extend a 
cheerful welcome to Charmaine. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
20:11 Charmaine 
I grew up in rural limpopo - 
Mohlalaotwane TE R       
    
My mom died when I was 1 year 
old.  TE RI EXD     
    
A couple of years later my dad 
remarried, and he later died when I 
was 7 years old. TE RI EXD     
    
I spent most of my early years with 
my step mom, who later developed 
mental illness when I was 11 TE RI EXD     
    
As a result I was shuffled amongst 
relatives' households from grade 6 
to grade 12. TE RI EXD     
    
My family did the best they could, 
but I grew up under very unstable 
environment. TE RI EXD     
20:12 Learner 6 
Good evening to you too, we also 
believe that what you will share 
with us will make a huge difference 
in our lives. TE RC 
FBK-
A D   
20:12 Learner 4 Welcome Charmaine TE RC 
FBK-
A D OT-S 
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20:13 Charmaine 
I hope I didn't shock you all too 
much with all that information - I 
like to connect with people in a real 
sense. And I believe we can use both 
our nature and nurture 
(environment) to fuel our purpose 
and dreams TE RI CLA     
20:15 Learner 8 Yes mem BE RC 
FBK-
A     
20:17 Learner 3 
Oh sad story but we thank God for 
helping you,and you give us light to 
see the importance of education TE RC 
FBK-
A     
20:19 Charmaine 
I had a broader view of the world, 
thanks to my dear father for 
encouraging me to pursue 
education and independence of 
thought above all (when I was sis 
years of age), the  books I read, the 
support of my family, and a few 
teachers who believed in me along 
the way. TE RI EXD     
    *when I was six years of age 😊 TE RI EXD     
20:19 Learner 5 
Sorry for the loss Charmaine.It is 
really incredible to see a lady from 
our neighboring village achieving 
and going places! TE RC FBK-E     
20:19 Learner 3 
You really sound to have a tough 
upbringing,so what kept you 
motivated and stick on education? TE RI CLA     
20:21 Learner 1 
It is a bit scary, heart touching and 
moving. I do connect,clearly and feel 
for you, for having went through 
such trials and tribulations. TE RC FBK-E     
20:21 Charmaine 
Thank you guys for your kind words. 
The moral of my story is: it doesn't 
matter where you start, or what 
challenges you face along the way, 
you can always finish strong. TE RC FBK-E     
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20:25 Charmaine 
Growing up I've always had faith in 
God, and in a bigger plan and 
purpose for my life. Education is a 
path towards enlightenment. It 
enriches your mind and gives you 
depth and challenges you to move 
beyond the mundane every day life 
into a higher dimension - an evolved 
way of thinking. I believe education 
makes you powerful. When you 
pursue education (in any field), no 
one can convince you to just blindly 
take up their point of view. You are 
able to interrogate things and 
analyse and rationalise...and that is 
key in life and in professional 
settings. TE RI EXD     
20:26 WhatsApp You added Mentor 6         OT-A 
20:27 Learner 6 
Oh sorry for your loss, now I believe 
that with Education everything is 
possible TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
20:27 Learner 5  
Wow!you are such an amazing 
lady!You defeated every obstacles 
that came your way and chose to 
prosper TE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
20:27 Learner 9 
Good evening to you too,you are 
welcome. TE RC FBK-E D   
20:27 Charmaine 😊 thank you. TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
20:28 Charmaine 
 Education affords you a lot of 
options. You can choose where you 
want to work, live, travel...etc TE RI CLA     
20:29 Charmaine 
Learner 5 makes a good point. You 
said I chose to prosper. And that's 
what it is. It's a choice. TE         
20:29 Learner 8  Yes education  is the key TE RC FBK-E     
20:30 Charmaine 
I could have decided that life was 
too hard and curled up in a ball and 
fell sorry for myself. But where 
would I be now? Waiting for the 
government to make my life better? TE RI EXD     
20:31 Learner 3 
Having you has open our eyes. We 
now know that edacation is a gift of 
knowledge that cannot be stolen 
and can bring you to the top of your 
dreams. TE R JUS     
20:32 Charmaine Amen to that Learner 3! 😄 BE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
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20:32 Learner 2   😊   RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
20:33 Learner 4 
Wow ,are you also a motivational 
speaker,because you motivate to TE RC FBK-E     
20:34 Learner 5  
Ouu yes you did!You are  the first 
person around to have gone that 
fur.How did you end up there? TE         
20:35 Learner 4 To follow success TE RC FBK-E     
20:35 Charmaine 
Not to brag, but just to give you an 
idea of the things I got to enjoy as a 
result of choosing to create the 
reality I wanted. Here are some of 
the highlights: TE RI CLA     
20:35 Admin 
Ma'm Charmaine, you also touched 
on the fact that when one is 
educated, no body could merely 
indoctrinate them into accepting 
their perspectives. So looking at the 
challenges the country faces; for 
instance, community politics that 
convince learners not to go to 
school because they need a road 
construction in the society, or 
utilizing learners into disrupting the 
school education so political agenda 
could easily flourish...and the 
important contemporary one; 
uneducated society soliciting 
support from members of the 
community in support of their view 
that fellows from foreign countries 
take away jobs and increase SA's 
unemployment rate. What is your 
take on these, aiming at 
encouraging independence of 
rational and critical mind so as not 
to drift away? BE         
20:36 Learner 6 Indeed, A key to everything! TE RC FBK-E     
20:37 Charmaine 
*A paper on novel approaches for 
TB diagnostics that I co-authored 
which is published in an 
international, peer reviewed 
journal, TE RI EXD     
    
*My Master's thesis which the 
University of Cape Town published TE RI EXD     
     *Patent in which I am co-inventor. TE RI EXD     
20:38 Charmaine Some honours and Awards... TE R INF     
    *South African Women In Science TE R INF     
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    (Master's fellowship) TE R INF     
    
*Being 1/2 of the 1st african team 
to make it to the finals of the 
international business plan 
competition - hosted by the 
Licensing Executives Society TE R INF     
    
*CSIR Biosciences Student of the 
year award (during my masters) TE R INF     
    
*Commonwealth Trust Scholarship 
and being accepted into Cambridge TE R INF     
    
Bernard Pimstone best presentation 
award TE R INF     
    Other proudest achievements: TE R INF     
    MYD & related activities TE R INF     
    Take a girl child to work TE R INF     
    The distance traveled thus far TE R INF     
20:38 Learner 3 
Charmaine,with due respect I would 
like to know more about your career TE         
20:39 Charmaine 
This is me showing you what is 
possible for each and every one of 
you. You believe in your dreams, 
you wake up every day and create 
the reality you want, you don't give 
up, and you extend your reach. TE R REA     
20:40 Charmaine 
That was me addressing your 
question "how did you get to where 
you are" question, Learner 5 😊. 
Some of my relatives laughed at me 
when I was younger when I said I 
wanted to be a scientist, or a 
medical doctor or both TE R JUS     
20:40 Learner 9 
 This days without education is just 
tea without sugar. That's wonderful 
very interesting words ma'm. TE RC FBK-E     
20:41  Charmaine  
Learner 3, I'll get to your question 
about my career. Let me first 
address Mr Admin's question TE R INF     
20:41 Learner 4 Wow! that's amazing TE RC FBK-E     
20:43 Learner 3 Okay BE RC 
FBK-
A     
20:43 Charmaine  
My take on the current state of 
things in SA: it's really sad and quite 
disturbing that the government we 
elected or failed to oppose is 
making such a mess of the 
democracy that people fought for 
with their lives. TE R INF     
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20:46 Charmaine 
The tactics to encourage young 
people to pursue manual labour is a 
ploy to raise a generation of literate, 
ignorant individuals who will not 
challenge the government on issues 
of policy and service delivery and 
every illegal or immoral thing that 
some of our leaders are involved in. 
It is unfortunately a form of 
oppression in itself 
TE R JUS     
20:47 Learner 6 
Yes we must always dream high 
because at the bottom is 
overcrowded TE R INF     
20:48 Charmaine 
On the Xenophobic madness: I 
completely disagree with the "us 
and them" stance. There are people 
who are in South Africa legally and 
who are contributing to the 
economic and social development of 
our country. And then there are 
those who are in the country as 
refugees - who fled from their 
countries for fear of being killed, 
who are trying to rebuild their lives TE R REA     
20:48 Admin 
Yes indeed. The challenge we have 
in schools is, these learners simply 
follow the ideas of uneducated 
society...without having 
independent of thought. TE R JUS     
20:49 Charmaine 
That is true. If people don't know 
any better, they will likely go with 
whatever the leader is saying TE RC       
20:50 Charmaine 
Criminals should be treated as 
criminals and must be subject to the 
full prosecution of the law. But 
being a foreigner doesn't 
automatically make someone a 
criminal or a "job stealer" - in fact, 
south africans are considered first in 
all employment screenings unless 
the "foreigners" trump them with 
qualifications and experience. 
TE R JUS     
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20:51 Admin 
 I hope they have an idea on these 
issues right now. I know most of 
them have written the ideas you 
just presented down since I warned 
them that they must expect 
questions on Xenophobia. TE R INF     
20:52 Admin 
Thanks for your response on the 
matter. They can continue asking 
questions now, before they accuse 
me of depriving them from 
conversing with you. BE RC 
FBK-
A     
20:52 Charmaine 
😊. I'm currently a foreigner in the 
UK, a legal one, but a foreigner 
nonetheless. It would be a shame if I 
am treated the way some of the 
legal foreigners are treated in SA. I 
was at a function two days ago 
where I met with other 
commonwealth scholars from 
Nigeria, Kenya, and so on. And it is 
quite a shame how this whole 
xenophobic attack mess has tainted 
SA's image. And guess what, the 
europeans are laughing at us for 
killing each other off! TE         
20:53 Charmaine 
😄 I understand. I also get very 
passionate in these matters TE RC 
FBK-
A     
20:53 Charmaine 
Learner 3, you asked about my 
career. Here's your answer: TE R INF     
20:55 Charmaine 
We study what causes diseases and 
their interactions with human hosts, TE R INF     
    
We develop intervention strategies - 
like diagnostics, vaccines, 
therapeutics. TE R INF     
    
And like I told Learner 1 a few days 
ago, we also contribute to writing 
the books that medical learners   
and future scientists study from. 
�� TE R INF     
20:57 Charmaine 
What I'm currently doing as a PhD 
candidate: research on using gene 
editing tools to understand how the 
TB bug interacts with our immune 
system, and to design therapeutics 
that will bypass antibiotic resistance 
- you know we have multidrug 
resistant and extremely/totally drug 
resistan Tuberculosis (TB) now. TE R INF     
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20:57 Charmaine 
I also have to supervise undergads 
(medical and science learners  ) TE R INF     
20:58 Learner 4 
Your jobs seems to be interesting, 
would you please tell us more 
about? BE R INQ     
20:59 Charmaine 
So I spend time in the lab, a bit of 
time in front of the computer : 
studying and analysing data, and 
designing experiments, and also 
supervise undergraduates mini 
research projects in my field TE R INF     
20:59 Charmaine 
Wow😃 I like your career,it sound 
interesting TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
20:59 Charmaine 😄 Thanks Learner 3 BE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
21:00 Admin 
Awesome Learner 3, now you know 
your path? TE RC 
FBK-
A     
21:00 Learner 6 
Wow that's very interesting, which 
diseases are busy with rightnow? TE R INQ     
21:01  Charmaine  
There's research, writing papers, 
teaching and supervising.. And 
there's also an industrial research 
element where you contribute to 
product development. You can also 
pursue product development and 
commercialisation - become a 
scientist/entrepreneur. TE R INF     
21:01 Learner 3 
Yes sir. It may be part of my 
dreams,i never knew about this 
career thanks to Charmaine. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
21:02  Charmaine  
I am working on TB. I worked on TB 
diagnostics for my masters. I am 
now working on contributing to new 
treatment approaches for TB for my 
PhD TE R INF     
21:02 Learner 4 
Which subjects should I choose in 
order to follow this career? TE RI       
21:05 Charmaine  
Learner 4, I did maths, science and 
biology in high school. That's what 
you need for a Bsc undergrad..and 
you don't have to know what you 
want to specialise in earlier on, you 
can figure it out as you go TE R INF     
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21:06 Learner 5 
😀They must be proud to have 
known you now!Well,since you have 
been to elective institutions,which 
one would you recommend to a 
student who wants to study a 
course in health sciences? TE R INQ     
21:06 Charmaine  
I like molecular medicine - 
understanding the basis of disease 
at the molecular level - : breaking 
things apart down to the lowest 
level of organisation that we can 
reach TE R INF     
21:06 Learner 4 W TE         
21:08 Charmaine 
Thanks Learner 5. UCT, Wits, UP are 
all great in Health sciences. Of the 
three, I think UCT was my favourite.. 
not because it's elite but because of 
its drive towards excellence and the 
kind of support there is for 
previously disadvantaged people TE R JUS     
21:11 Charmaine 
There is a kind of confidence that is 
quite distinct from people who have 
studied at UCT, WITS and UP (with 
uct being the highest in my opinion). 
That is very important later on when 
one tackles the world of 
professionals both local andin the 
international space TE R JUS     
21:12 Learner 4 Thanks TE RC 
FBK-
A     
21:12 Charmaine 
I always encourage people to aim 
for the best and for what they 
want..rather than what they think 
their environment dictates for them TE RI EXD     
21:15 Learner 6 
What one must do to  get that 
opportunity to go and study in UK? TE         
21:15 Charmaine My pleasure Gwen. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
21:15 Admin 
I will download UCT prospectus for 
you honeybees. TE R INF     
21:17 Charmaine 
Good stuff Mr Admin! They need to 
go experience the waves and the 
beach and table mountain and all 
that. Plus, they can do it for almost 
next to nothing. Depending on the 
parents salary, UCT can pay for your 
fees from  first year onwards. TE R JUS     
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21:18 Charmaine 
There are a number of scholarships 
that enable people to study in the 
uk. If you go to "scholarships for 
development" - there are many for 
different levels. TE R INF     
21:19 Learner 6 Thank you TE RC 
FBK-
A     
21:21 Charmaine 
I personally have always wanted to 
study at Cambridge at some point in 
my life since I read about it when I 
was six years old (thanks to my dad) 
- some of my favourite authors had 
studied there..and I loved the 
culture and pursuit of excellence 
and the fact that they've produced 
so many Nobel prize laureates.. An 
opportunity arose when I was 
nominated for a Commonwealth 
trust scholarship (co-funded) by the 
CSIR (who had funded my masters). 
But then I had the big challenge of 
applying and getting accepted into 
Cambridge - which was no easy task 
--because of its place in history and 
how they want the best of the best TE         
21:24 Charmaine 
Learner 3. If you like science and life 
science. Here's something that I find 
cool. You know Darwin and "Natural 
selection",right? I am part of Darwin 
college at the University of 
Cambridge and we have an original 
portrait of him in our hallways, and I 
now live in a house where he used 
to stay many many years ago. Not 
too far from that is a pub where 
Watson & Crick first 
discovered&shared the structure of 
DNA -- so cool! TE         
21:25 Learner 1 
😊😊😊😊😊 Why are we so alike on 
many things ? Ma'am would you 
please elaborate on that mentorship 
programme that MYD has, for us ? TE R INQ     
21:26 Admin 
Learner 3, you are going to study 
Charles Darwin in Grade 12 next 
year. So keep the information in 
your archives my dear. TE R INF     
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21:26 Charmaine 
A couple of months ago, I went to a 
meeting and dinner with a guy who 
wrote one of the Biochemistry 
texbooks I read when I was at UP. 
This is a guy who also built a science 
park that is worth billions of pounds 
and employs many people, and has 
been knighted by the queen of 
england! TE RI EXD     
21:27 Charmaine 
Yes Learner 1. MYD - that's my baby. 
Very close to my heart. TE R       
21:28 Learner 1 
😳😳😳 Wow! What ? The next thing 
we know, you are being knighted 
too. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
21:29 Charmaine  
So MYD makes higher education 
accessible to rural youth and 
basically connect young people to 
their opportunities through 
information, education and life 
skills. TE         
21:30 Charmaine 
😄 thanks for the vote of 
confidence there Learner 1...that 
would be something, wouldn't it? TE RC 
FBK-
A     
21:31 Charmaine 
The MYD mentorship programme: 
an MYD member or friend takes on 
the role of big brother/big sister to a 
couple of learners, shares 
information regarding career paths 
and how to get there, and provides 
the moral support needed along the 
journey TE RI EXD     
21:32 Charmaine 
We know what a difference that 
kind of support can make in 
someone's life. TE RI EXD     
21:34 Learner 3 
Wow meaning im already having 
some knowledge of grade12 wow 
thanks. I real wish to be a scientist 
one day, i always wonder how? But 
today i have the answer and i know 
everything its possible trough 
education.. hard work and faith are 
the key of everything it is so nice to 
me as young girl to get such 
information thanks chalotte and sir TE RC FBK-E     
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21:34 Charmaine  
What Mr Admin is doing with you 
guys is just remarkable! I tip my hat 
off to you guys for being involved 
and doing the work. I can't wait to 
see what you guys become. You'll be 
sitting at high courts, and boards of 
directors and professors and 
engineers and CEOs and such.. You 
have great things ahead of you! TE RC 
FBK-
A     
21:38 Charmaine 
You are most Welcome Learner 3. 
😊. You go on and be whatever you 
desire. One of my favourite quotes 
is a bible verse: Proverbs 23:7: "As a 
man thinketh, so is he. " Meaning 
you are literally the product of your 
own thoughts. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
21:40 Learner 6 
Thank you Charmaine, you are such 
a wonderful person, we are learning 
many things from you! TE RC FBK-E     
21:41 Charmaine  
It's funny: the relatives that laughed 
at me when I told them about 
wanting to be a scientist told me 
about how flawed the public school 
system is and how it would be 
impossible for me to achieve what I 
dreamt of...now years later, they 
saw the name "Maserumule" in the 
Mail & Guardian featuring the SA 
women in science award 
winners..and those relatives came 
back to me and said: "oh 
Charmaine, we're so proud to see 
our family name in the papers, tell 
us more about your research". I 
share this because I want you to 
understand that not every one is 
going to believe or see what you 
do..but you must kee going anyway! TE RI       
21:42 Charmaine 
Thank you Learner 6. Much 
appreciated TE RC 
FBK-
A     
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21:44 Charmaine 
Everybody, don't be shy to ask 
questions - be it about my studies, 
work, life, or other career paths...my 
work with MYD (the education 
improvement & career development 
NGO that I have the privilege of 
leading) requires that I be versed in 
a lot of subjects and career paths - 
so I may have an idea of where to 
point people TE RI CHA     
21:44 Learner 3  
Oh indeed some people in life they 
just can not support our dreams 
expcl family. But what i like is the 
fact that God will never forsake you TE FC FBK-E     
21:46 Charmaine 
Amen, amen Learner 3! And where 
there is a will, there is a way. If we 
are truly created in the image of 
God, which I believe we are, then 
we are like God in our ability to 
imagine and create great things TE FC FBK-E     
21:48 Charmaine 
Use what you have (both good and 
bad) to get to where you want to 
be. And the thing about people like 
us growing up in rural areas with 
limited resources is that when we 
do succeed, our stories are 
interesting and deep and can inpire 
others! Unlike people who've been 
handed everything on a silver 
platter TE R INF     
21:48 Learner 7 
Thank you for your brain turbo.I am 
sure we all got your massage and 
we will remember those touchi 
words no matter what we might 
face in future.😊 TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
21:49 Charmaine  
😄brain turbo. The pleasure was all 
mine Sekiya. TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
21:50 Learner 6 
So how did you manage to 
overcome the obstacles you met in 
your life? TE         
21:51 Admin 
The problem we encounter with 
these learners is confidence, plan 
and ability to drive the plan. TE         
21:51 Learner 2  Learner 7 ? Brain turbo ?? 👊 TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
21:51 Learner 5  
Ohh my Guh!this is extremely 
incredible! You are part of Darwin's 
work! TE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
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21:51 Learner 3 
Yes. Does not matter what people 
think about you what matters is 
what you want to achieve in life. I 
always tell my self that i shall never 
fail to try and i ask God to give all 
people who does not believe in my 
dreams long life so they can see me 
reach those dreams TE FC FBK-E     
21:51 Learner 1 
You had told Mr. "Physic Rambo" 
Admin, that you had adopted some 
schools, for mentorship. What was 
that really about ? BE RI       
21:55 Charmaine 
To answer your question Learner 5: 
Faith in God and a higher purpose 
for my life got me through all those 
challenges and hurdles. I believe 
that I am here for a reason, and 
therefore did not want to waste the 
time and space that I had been 
given. I want to explore everything 
that God has breathed into (so to 
speak), breathe it out, and leave this 
world completely spent. Hopefully 
the world will be a little better 
because I was here. TE RC FBK-E     
21:57 Charmaine  
Yes Learner 1. We adopted some 
schools in our region - these are the 
schools that directly benefit from 
our MYD programs: the career 
workshops, the mentoring, the 
lifestyle workshops, the tutoring & 
revision, and in some cases, 
application and registration fees. TE RC FBK-E     
21:58 Learner 3  
I think you are more than 
biomedical scientist, you are also a 
doctor of souls. You taught me to 
trust in God for everything i face in 
life TE RC FBK-E     
21:59 Charmaine 
We have been working with these 
schools for years and we can track 
the progress in terms of the pass 
rates and number of learners who 
proceed to varsity and so on. I 
personally have mentees who have 
graduated and re doing internships 
and so on. They are grateful for the 
support and how we taught them to 
be independent. TE R INF     
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22:02 Charmaine 
Oh thank you Learner 3. In some 
circles it's very contradictory and 
controversial to be a scientist who 
believes in God. But I have always 
stood firm in my faith that there is a 
higher force that has geniusly 
organised the planets and 
everything in it and is responsible 
for the miracle of growing a bunch 
of cells into an embryo, then into a 
full human being who is unique and 
different from all others TE R INF     
22:05 Learner 1 
What should our school, do  to be 
adopted and benefit like all those 
other schools ? We have potential. 
We would like adoption too. 
Wouldn't we friends ? TE R INQ     
22:12 Learner 5  
Ouu yes indeed!Life sciences is 
going to be more fun. TE RC FBK-E     
22:17 Charmaine  😄 glad to hear it. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
22:25  Admin 
I believe honeybees have really 
enjoyed this conversation TE RC 
FBK-
A     
22:25 Charmaine 
Please pardon the delays. On an 
urgent skype call. Will be back TE I INF     
22:27 Admin It is okay Ma'm BE RC 
FBK-
A     
22:46  Charmaine  Hello superstars. I'm back. BE I INF     
22:47 Charmaine 
This is your chance to wrap up any 
burning questions before I have to 
dash off again. BE R INF     
22:50 Admin 
They must be dozing off since they 
never had holidays. TE R INF     
22:50 Charmaine  
Learner 1. There is nothing that you 
need to do necessarily to benefit 
from Manong's programs. My team 
had invited Mahlare in the past to 
be part of our  activities, and they 
were confronted with questions 
about whether we have been 
endorsed by the dept of education 
circuit office. TE R INF     
22:51 Admin Really? TE R INQ     
22:51 Learner 1 😨😨 TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
22:51 Admin 
So if I happen to turn things around, 
could our school be part of it? TE R INQ     
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22:51 Charmaine 
The difficult cat and mouse 
relationship that we have with the 
DoE regional office has made it hard 
for us to proceed in that regard TE R INF     
22:51 Learner 1 
What a shock. We will try to shake 
things up. TE R INF     
22:52 Charmaine 
Mr Admin, I think we may be able to 
invite/involve Mahlare if the school 
head will allow us. TE R INF     
22:53 Admin 
Learner 1, we have a task to 
complete in the following two 
weeks then. TE R INF     
22:54 Charmaine 
The regional office has avoided 
most of our invitations to meet with 
them, and even stood us up on set 
appointments. So we stopped 
asking and decided to work 
independently of them. We are 
trying to supplement and help what 
the teachers are doing, not take 
their jobs. We helped change the 
timetable at Mokone a Mabula such 
that kids who are doing Accounting 
can take Maths instead of only 
Maths Literacy TE RI CLA     
22:55 Charmaine 
But the strange thing is people from 
Mahlare do call Mr Makunyane to 
find out when our revision week and 
career workshops are. TE RI CLA     
22:57 Learner 1 Yes, sir. I agree. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
22:57 Admin 
We shall  gather all relevant 
information about your program 
and present it to the school. TE R INF     
22:57 Charmaine 
A lot of it is unnecessary politics 
really but our focus is on doing what 
is best for the learners in the long 
run. TE R INF     
22:58 Charmaine 
Good. Thank you sir. I spoke to 
Charmaine's collaborate (whose 
numbers I gave you) and he is 
willing to personally take on the 
Mahlare assignment TE R INF     
23:00 Learner 2 🍻🍷.....hahaha 😃 TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
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23:00 Admin 
Awesome. I will talk to the school 
and ask for permission. Things are 
different when they come in 
recommendation of one of their 
own educations. TE R INF     
23:02 Admin  Educators TE R INF     
23:03 Charmaine 
That would be a great help. We are 
a real NGO - registered with the 
department of social development, 
and we have collaborations with 
and support from organisations like 
SEIDET, ABASA, SAASTA, SAWoEng 
and so on. All of these are for the 
benefit of the rural african child. TE R INF     
23:05 Learner 1  #Grama. 😂 TE RC 
FBK-
A     
23:06 Admin 
I believe something could be done. 
Your vision is similar to what we are 
trying to achieve as the school 
currently. TE R INF     
23:07  Charmaine  
Sir, thank you so much for the 
opportunity to speak into these 
young ones' lives. And to you future 
leaders and economic developers of 
South Africa: thank you for allowing 
me to be a part of this conversation 
with you. Learner 1, thank you for 
linking us all up. I wish you all the 
very best for the road ahead. Do let 
me know if there's anything I can do 
to help. TE R 
FBK-
A     
23:10 Learner 1 
Of course ma'am. And Thank you 
too for allowing us, the opportunity 
to have an international 
conversation. We now know, where 
to look for information. The best of 
luck to you too. TE R INF     
23:13 Admin 
Your presence in this group has 
elevated the learners' motivation, 
self-concept and confidence. A band 
in hand is worth two in the bush. 
Thus, I really believe you no one 
could ever have any effect in these 
juveniles more than yourself. We 
shall keep in contact to discuss our 
way forward. I cannot wait for 
Monday's class! TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
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23:14 Charmaine 
😊 Thank you so much for your very 
kind and generous words. I was 
happy to do this, as always. I bet 
Monday's class will be really 
interesting😄. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
23:15 Learner 2  THANK YOU , . TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
23:16 Learner 3 
We thank you for everything. May 
God bless you more,you real taught 
us a lot. TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
23:16 Learner 1  
😀 The winner of the bet becomes a 
doctor. TE       OT-S 
23:17 Learner 1 Yes, you really helped. TE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
23:17 Learner 5 
Charmaine thank you very much for 
inspiring and opening our positive 
minds.Once again,thanks for your 
time TE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
23:18 Admin 
You have indeed made our year. 
Throughout your discussions I also 
discovered useful information to 
add as relish on to my academic 
well. Higher up We GOOOO👆💪 
Backwar never😀. My profuse 
humble gratitudes be presented to 
you Ma'm. And may God bless you 
in all your endeavors. I tend to 
believe all your achievements came 
as results of you helping others. 
Thank you very much. TE RC FBK-E     
23:19 Charmaine 
The pleasure was all mine 
everybody. You've inspired me to 
reach higher, to dig deeper and 
work my ground even more to 
broaden my reach going forward. 
There's so much good to be done! I 
am truly inspired by what this group 
is doing and will certainly spread the 
word about you! TE RC 
FBK-
A     
23:20 Admin 
It is sad that only Physical sciences 
learners benefited from the 
conversation. BE         
23:20 Learner 2 Eix ...... TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
23:20 Charmaine 
Thank you sir, truly. The good book 
does say: Give and it shall be given 
unto you, good measure, pressed 
down, and running over! TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
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23:21 Learner 3 
You are a gift to our life mmmm,you 
made us forsee things that we took 
for granted. Sir we also thank you 
for everything you are doing for us. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
23:24 Charmaine 
Sir, you have started a movement 
here. And I love how you touch on 
aspects of self awareness and 
confidence, and encouraging the 
young ones to be politically literate 
and versed in their social context. It 
reminds me a bit of of Steve Biko's 
black consciousness movement. TE RC FBK-E     
23:26 Charmaine 
Ba go swana le lena ba a hlokwa. O 
e hlabane ruri Morena Admin. 
Dipula tša medipi di le nele hle! TE RC FBK-E     
23:27 Admin 
😀🙈 Ke ya leboga Ms Charmaine. 
Kgomo go tsoxwa yeo e itsoxago. 
Gomme, ka lena le rena re tla tia 
maatla. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
23:27 Learner 1  #Team "Morena Admin" TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
23:29 Learner 2  
#Team Morena Admin 💪 " 
👬👬👬👬👬👬👭👭👭👭 " TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
23:30 Admin Kana lena le ka thoma akere TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
23:31 Learner 2 You deserve a crown sir   TE RC 
FBK-
A     
23:32 Charmaine 
#Morena Admin #Power to the 
people! We need a critical mass of 
educated, confident South African 
natives who are going to remedy 
the ills of our country and take it to 
the next level. And this group is 
feeding directly into that pipeline. 
That is something to be proud of sir. 
I can't wait to see what you all will 
have done with your lives 5-10 years 
from now! TE RC FBK-E     
23:32 Learner 1  
And here I was thinking it is not a 
crime to take pride in your teacher's 
work. But clearly I was wrong 😕 TE RC FBK-E     
23:33 Learner 1 O will be married. TE RC FBK-E     
23:35 Learner 2  Learner 1 ? TE RC 
FBK-
A     
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23:35 Learner 1 
I am sure we all will be. Okay, I am 
kidding. We really are anticipating 
our future, now that we know you 
will be there too. Knighting us, the 
young ones. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
23:35 Admin 
We are supposed to be praising our 
guest, the conversation has drifted 
into me. Tjo!! Ms Charmaine, we 
thank you very much for your time. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
23:36 Charmaine 
😄 I like to give credit where credit is 
due sir. TE         
23:37 Charmaine 
 Learner 1 I like the way you think! 
You already dream of being 
knighted! 😄 TE         
23:39 Charmaine 
Learner 1 I suppose you'll be at the 
right age for marriage (10 years 
from now 😄) - it's better when you 
know who you are and what you 
want and you can attract and meet 
people who will compliment you in 
the ways that are most important TE R INF     
23:42 Learner 2 Haha 👰 TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
23:42 Learner 1  
You both deserve Credit. Last year 
by this time, I could feel "Prefect" 
was just a tittle to me, but now 
because you sir came along, it is 
what it is supposed to be. 
Responsibility. Do you see that ? 
And as for you Ms. Charmaine O 
can't say how much you have 
transformed my life, every time I 
came to your workshops. And you 
serve good hot dogs 😉. Mm… the 
sauces. Okay, back to real talk. You 
really helped me, on many things. I 
have been nagging you on whatsapp 
and you still haven't blocked me. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
23:45 Charmaine 
😄 well said Learner 1! Thank you. 
I'm glad you continued to come to 
the Manong workshops, and that 
you kept touch with me on 
whatsapp. Your persistence has 
brought us to this powerful 
moment. You're a good captain, 
soldier! You have the makings of a 
great leader. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
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23:49 Admin 
Mmmmmh! Petrol has been added 
on fire now, bana ba science ba tla 
bona ba eya kae when Learner 1 
brags about himself being a great 
captain! TE RC 
FBK-
A     
23:49 Admin Monday is really going to be fun. TE RC FBK-E     
23:49 Charmaine 
😄😄😄 Sir, I don't brag I just tell 
good, real life stories. 😄 TE R JUS     
23:51 Learner 1 
I am the modern day Mandela. The 
only difference is that I am fighting, 
negative attitude, not a certain 
government. TE R JUS     
23:52  Charmaine  😄halala! TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
23:52 Charmaine Preach it! TE RC 
FBK-
A     
23:52 Charmaine 
Manong will be hosting a lifestyle 
workshop towards the last quarter 
of the school calendar (I'll ask my 
team to keep you posted on the 
details). This is where we do 
exceptional ladies and gentlemen's 
talks - tackling social and health 
issues and being confident and 
courteous in the 21st century. And 
we usually invite accomplished 
young individuals to share their 
inspirational stories for the day. TE RI EXD     
23:53 Admin 
Vivaaaaaaaah! Next year we will be 
hearing, "I have fought against 
negative attitude" TE RC 
FBK-
A     
23:53 Learner 2  That's my friend right there 👉💪 TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
23:53 Charmaine *on the day TE RI EXD     
23:54 Charmaine 
A negative attitude is a form of 
oppression (self-inflicted but 
oppression nonetheless)..because it 
is a hindrance to progress TE R INF     
23:55 Admin 
That sounds interesting. We would 
really appreciate an invitation. 
Mmmmm I feel we are part of 
Manong already. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
23:55 Charmaine 😊 TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
23:56 Learner 1  
😄😄 And I have fought, against low 
self-esteem. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
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23:57  Admin 
Now you must fight against "late 
coming"… TE R INF     
23:57 Charmaine 😄 there we go! TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
23:59 Learner 2  Hahahah ..... I know one 👇 TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
00:01 Learner 1  
That one, will know me well. I have 
staged an ambush for it. And Ma'am 
Thank you, I am just doing my best 
to serve my people. I took an oath 
to take care of these, brothers and 
sisters of mine. I dedicated myself, 
to making sure these kids never 
suffer on my watch. 😑 TE R INF     
00:03  Charmaine  
Glad to hear that there are yet men 
of honour in these turbulent times, 
who take their commitment to 
service seriously. TE RC 
FBK-
A     
00:05 Charmaine 
I'm going to dash off now. Good 
night everyone. This was fun and 
enlightening. Can't think of a better 
way to have spent a Saturday 
evening. Cheers! TE RC FBK-E     
00:07 Admin Good night Ma'm. TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
00:06 Learner 1 
Goodnight to you too ma'am. We 
hope to have you back some time 
very soon. TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
00:07 Learner 2 
Good night ma'm . But I knew it that 
Learner 1 is going to steal the show , 
he is now our guest lol TE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
00:09 Charmaine  
Lol. Will be happy check in with you 
all in the near future. TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
00:14 WhatsApp Charmaine left TE       OT-A 
00:13 Learner 5  😆😆😆😆😆😆👏👏👏👏👏 TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
00:14 Learner 2 Lol Mr snail did it .....👏👏👏👏👏👏 TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
00:15 Learner 5 what!?😆 TE RC 
FBK-
A   OT-S 
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ANNEXURE C: CODED TRANSCRIPTS (MENTOR: CHANTEL) 
 
Time Participants Conversation 
Exhange 
Type 
Element 
of ES 
level 
Move 
level  
Delayed 
responses 
(D) 
Off-
Topic 
(OT) 
07:29 Learner 3 
We just waiting for our guest right 
guys? We are all ready? TE       OT-A 
07:33 Admin 
Let me confirm with her Learner 3. 
I could not get back to her as we 
had no current. Surely before mid-
day she would have responded to 
my email TE R INF   OT-A 
07:34 Learner 3 
Okay Sir. That will be so awesome. 
Long time no guest hey TE RC FBK-A   OT-A 
08:24 Admin 
Our guest has confirmed. 
Everything is set up. BE RC FBK-A   OT-A 
08:24 Learner 15  Nice TE RC FBK-E   OT-A 
09:11 Learner 3 Wow that's nice TE RC FBK-E   OT-A 
09:29 Learner 14  Fantasticooh TE RC FBK-E   OT-A 
13:36 Admin 
Good afternoon honey bees. Are 
there any updates on the Matsedi 
workshop? TE RI CHK   OT-A 
14:26 Learner 14  
Sir you have no idea what fun we 
are having TE RC FBK-E   OT-A 
14:55 Admin Ooou really? TE RC FBK-A   OT-A 
15:03 Learner 14  Yeah TE RC FBK-A   OT-A 
16:26 Admin 
How many of you went to the 
Matsedi? TE R INQ   OT-A 
16:49 Learner 15 Few TE R INF   OT-A 
17:15 Admin 
Alright. Are you all getting ready for 
the guest? BE RI CHK   OT-A 
17:18 Learner 22 Yeah TE RC FBK-A   OT-A 
17:31 Learner 14 Yeaaaaah I am TE RC FBK-A   OT-A 
17:36 Admin That is awesome TE RC FBK-E   OT-A 
17:36 Admin 
I will add a few grade 10 learners 
interested in the topic neh! TE RI EXT   OT-A 
18:19 Learner 14  Okay TE RC FBK-A   OT-A 
18:25 Admin 
Learner 14, does the engineer want 
to be added as a guest or does he 
want to participate in today's 
discussion? TE R INQ   OT-A 
18:26 WhatsApp You added Learner 20          OT-A 
18:28 Learner 14  Im not sure  ask Learner 22 TE R INF   OT-A 
18:29 WhatsApp You added Learner 21          OT-A 
18:29 WhatsApp You added Lucia          OT-A 
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18:30 Admin 
 We have to start talking in 
preparation for our guest. TE I INF   OT-A 
18:30 Admin 
Are your mobile phones fully 
charged? TE RI CHK   OT-A 
18:40 WhatsApp You added Learner 6          OT-A 
18:46 WhatsApp You added Learner 16          OT-A 
18:46 WhatsApp You added Learner 18          OT-A 
18:46 WhatsApp You added Learner 1          OT-A 
18:47 WhatsApp You added Learner 1         OT-A 
18:47 WhatsApp You added Learner 17         OT-A 
18:47 WhatsApp You added Learner 19         OT-A 
18:48 WhatsApp You added Learner 19          OT-A 
18:48 Admin Good evening everyone         OT-S 
18:49 Learner 2  Good evening sir TE       OT-S 
18:49 Admin 
Most of you have engaged with 
guests before so you know how we 
interact. For those who are new to 
this form of arrangement, what you 
need is to read the rules carefully. TE I INF   OT-A 
18:50 Admin Especially rule 4, 5 and 6. TE RI EXT   OT-A 
18:50 Learner 20 Evening Sir. TE       OT-S 
18:50 Admin Are you all ready? TE RI CHK   OT-A 
18:50 Admin I have the guest in line. TE       OT-A 
18:53 Admin 
 Could I see by the show of thumbs 
up 👍 how many of you are on the 
line now? TE       OT-A 
18:54 Learner 1 👍 TE       OT-A 
18:54 Learner 21 👍 TE       OT-A 
18:54 Learner 6 👍🏿 TE       OT-A 
18:55 Learner 3 ☝ TE       OT-A 
18:55 Admin Learner 22 are you here? TE       OT-A 
18:55 Learner 16  👍 TE       OT-A 
18:55  Admin Learner 14 are you here? TE       OT-A 
18:56 Admin Learner 2 are you here? TE       OT-A 
18:56 Admin Learner 24 are you here? TE       OT-A 
18:56 Admin Learner 25? TE       OT-A 
18:56 Admin Learner 15? TE       OT-A 
18:57 Admin 
Punctuality👉first principle of 
managing life. Now let consult with 
my guest. TE       OT-A 
18:57 Admin I mean your guest. TE       OT-A 
18:59 Admin 
You will be having Chantel. She is 
the one who updated me with 
Monday's eclipse. TE       OT-A 
19:00 Learner 3 Okay Sir TE RC FBK-A   OT-A 
19:00 Learner 21  Okay Sir TE RC FBK-A   OT-A 
19:00 Learner 14  I am ready s+r TE RC FBK-A   OT-A 
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19:01 Learner 1 Wow, how amazing. TE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
19:01 Learner 14  Sir TE RC FBK-A   OT-A 
19:02 WhatsApp You added Chantel TE       OT-A 
19:03 Admin 
Good evening Chantel. Welcome to 
our group chats with my 
honeybees. And my good ones, 
please welcome Chantel as we 
have arranged. TE I INF   OT-S 
19:05 Learner 3  
We are very pleased that you have 
joinet our family group. We believe 
that we will learn more from you. 
Feel at home Chantel for we are 
willing to learn TE R INF   OT-S 
19:05 Learner 14  
Good evening Chantel and 
welcome to our group chat, we 
hope to learn more from you TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
19:05 Chantel 
Hi all this is Chantel grew up in 
Eastern Cape EL BSc At Rhodes 
then worked at Harrebeesthoek 
Radio Astronomy Observatory then 
Planetarium TE I INF     
19:08 Learner 14  
What was it like growing in Estern 
cape Dr TE R INQ     
19:09 Chantel 
Was cool - I'm in Jo'burg now - was 
really scary coming here from 
Graham's town! TE R INF     
19:09 WhatsApp 
You added Wilfred Matlala 
(interactivist) TE         
19:10 Learner 3 
How did you manage to end up 
working at harrebeesthoek Radio 
Astronomy? TE R INQ     
19:12 Learner 14  
Im pretty sure that you have 
overcome that fear of  coming to 
Joburg  and now you have adapted 
into the city of Gold TE R       
19:13 Chantel 
Rhodes University has strong 
astronomy group so in my honours 
year 4th yearI did astronomy 
project, we visited the observatory 
as learners   so knew about the job 
and knew I wanted it TE RC FBK-A     
19:14 Chantel 
Jo'burg seems small now. EL seems 
VERY small! TE R INF     
19:16 Learner 3  
Wow Dr. I would like to know more 
about your career. If I want to be 
Anstronomy what are things I have 
to put in mind and I have to do? TE R INQ     
19:16 Learner 3 Astronomy TE R INQ     
19:17 Learner 14  
What does it take for one to end up 
doing Astronomy TE R INQ     
19:17 Learner 14  Dr TE R INQ     
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19:18 Chantel 
I watched pulsars - type of star - at 
the observatory. Now I'm helping 
my ex-boss - he watches a binary 
star almost a black hole. I can write 
software which is what he needs 
help with TE R INF     
19:19 Chantel 
To work in astronomy research you 
need to study physics and maths TE R INF     
19:20 Learner 14  
 Id really like to see the certain 
stars that you are talking about Dr TE R INF     
19:20 Learner 3  
Which levels I must optain in maths 
and physics? TE R INQ     
19:21 Chantel 
Physics and maths and statistics are 
useful for other careers like big 
data analysis which is quite a new 
career TE R INF     
19:21 Learner 22 Yes I am here TE RC FBK-A D   
19:21 Learner 22 
What kind of technology did you 
use to predict the eclipse? TE R INQ     
19:24 Chantel 
Level of maths and physics - as 
good as possible - more chance of 
getting funding plus you do a lot of 
basics at school which you really 
need at university TE RI EXT     
19:26 Chantel 
Can only see those stars with a 
radio telescope - they are tiny - 
trillions of times smaller than the 
sun. Sun is ordinary star we live at TE R INF     
19:27 Learner 14  
So Dr can you please explain the 
differences between Astrology and 
Astronomy TE RI CLA     
19:28 Learner 3 
Oh. So,how does the sun produce 
energy? TE R INQ     
19:28 Learner 14  ? TE R INQ     
19:29 Chantel 
Eclipses are predicted by eclipse 
experts - they use very accurate 
ephemeris (position predictions of 
earth moon and sun). They publish 
predictions for the whole world we 
I interpret for SA TE R INF     
19:32 Chantel 
Astrology is an old cultural thing of 
watching the planets and believing 
that their movements send 
messages including predictions of 
the future. Astronomy is a modern 
science. TE R INF     
19:34 Learner 14  
 So Astrology and Atronomy are 
one and the same thing but It is 
just that the other is Indigenous TE RC FBK-E     
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19:35 Chantel 
Sun is a million times bigger than 
earth. So it has strong gravity - 
that's how it keeps the planets in 
their orbits - and huge pressure at 
the core -enough to cause nuclear 
reactors. That releases heat TE R INF     
19:37 Learner 3 
Okay Dr. So,do all stars go trough 
the  same phase of evolution as the 
sun? TE R INQ     
19:38 Chantel 
Astronomy kind of grew from 
astrology - they were trying to do 
better predictions of planet 
positions - that's how they 
discovered earth is also a planet TE RI EXD     
19:38 Learner 22 
Good evening by the way, my 
question is based on how the big 
lens works? TE R INQ     
19:41 Chantel 
Some stars are my much smaller 
than the sun - they never get as hot 
as the sun and burn very slowly. 
Heavier stars burn up very fast - in 
a few million years. We're lucky the 
sun is very average TE R INF     
19:41 Learner 14  
Dr where is our solar system 
located? TE R INQ     
19:45 Learner 3 
Is it a reason that stars twinkle but 
planets do not? TE R INQ     
19:46 Chantel 
Learner 22: big telescope collects a 
lot of light - that's the important 
thing. They add on a camera which 
can make good picture of faint 
stars and gas clouds that you 
wouldn't see with smaller 
telescope. Or break up light into 
spectrum / colours to measure 
what it is made of or how fast it 
moves TE R INF     
19:47 Chantel 
Our solar system is near the outer 
part of the Milky Way galaxy TE R INF     
19:48 Learner 21 How fast is earth core growing? TE R INQ     
19:49 Learner 14  
Can you please explain Milky way 
Galaxy in detail TE RI CLA     
19:50 Chantel 
Stars twinkle because (1) we see 
them through atmosphere and (2) 
they a so far away they are 
effectively points of light. Planets 
are closer they are effectively disks 
of light. Atmosphere is moving so 
points twinkle. If you were in space 
above atmosphere stars wouldn't 
twinkle TE R INF     
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19:52 Learner 3 
Wow Dr very impressed. How fast 
is the universe expanding? TE R INQ     
19:53 Chantel 
I don't think earth core is growing - 
one would expect the molten part 
to shrink maybe over billions of 
years as it cools but I'm not sure TE R INF     
19:56 Learner 14  
Is it possible that there could be life 
in another planet TE R INQ     
19:56 Chantel 
Milky Way is About 100 billion stars 
if you could get out of it it would 
look flat - plate shape. We are in it - 
it looks like a big fat cloud crossing 
the sky if you're in a dark place. SA 
has a really good view TE R INF     
19:57 Admin 
There is indeed a lot to learn in 
astronomy. I am now thinking of an 
assignment and presentations on 
this area. Honeybees, let us reflect 
on Monday's observation. Please 
direct those questions you asked 
me to Chantel. TE R INF     
19:59 Learner 14  
So many stars,and how exactly did 
you count the stars TE RI CLA     
19:59 Chantel 
Can't give you number for universe 
expansion sorry also it depends on 
which two points you're measuring  
- further apart they are the faster 
they're moving away from each 
other TE R INF     
19:59 Learner 14  Okay sir TE RC FBK-A     
20:01 Chantel 
They're still counting stars! We 
have to guess how many in our 
galaxy still discovering them as we 
build better cameras TE R INF     
20:02 Learner 21 
How much more carbon dioxide ca 
we dump into Earth's atmosphere 
before it end up like Venus TE R INQ     
20:02 Learner 14  So you are not accurate TE RI CLA     
20:02 Learner 14  Okay TE RC FBK-A     
20:04 Chantel 
There could be life on a other 
planet orbiting another star - or 
possibly bacteria on a moon of a 
planet in our solar system. We just 
starting to find planets at other 
stars TE R INF     
20:05 Learner 14  
Are you saying that there are more 
planets, wow hey that really rises 
my curiousity TE RC FBK-E     
20:06 Learner 22 
So Dr in physical science I have 
learned that the is reflection and TE RI CLA     
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refraction so my question is does 
the huge lens reflect or refract. 
20:06 Chantel 
I think it's difficult to answer the 
question about carbon dioxide - 
climate change is very. Complicated 
lot of new work happening as 
computers get better and cheaper TE R INF     
20:08 Learner 23 
What will happen to your space 
ship if you keep driving straight 
until until.... TE RI CLA     
20:09 Chantel 
Sorry lenses refract. Mirrors reflect. 
Both are used in telescopes and in 
the equipment used with 
telescopes. Something we're doing 
in SA is designing these TE R INF     
20:10 Chantel 
We found maybe thousand planets 
at other stars it's  fairly new field 
growing as technology improves TE R INF     
20:11 Learner 14  Wow that is mind blowing Dr TE RC FBK-E     
20:14 Chantel 
Spaceship could travel for billions 
of years without hitting anything if 
it was travelling fast enough to 
escape from the gravity of the solar 
system. If not would orbit the sun 
or earth for ever you would get 
very bored! TE R INF     
20:16 Learner 14  
So have you ever travelled in a 
spacecraft TE RI CHK     
20:16 Learner 14  Dr TE RI CHK     
20:16 Chantel 
If any of you are up before dawn 
this month look in the east for 
Venus (the "morning star") Jupiter 
is the bright " star" below it TE R INF     
20:17 Learner 3 
What are the disadvantages and 
advantages of a career in 
astronomy? TE R INQ     
20:17 Learner 22 
How long does it take to build an 
actual space craft?? TE R INQ     
20:17 Chantel 
I've never been in a spacecraft not 
sure I'd be brave enough. TE R INF     
20:19 Learner 14  
I never thought that it took courage 
to be in a spacecraft TE RC FBK-E     
20:20 Chantel 
Learner 3- advantage is it's fun and 
you can learn very useful skills like 
very good computer programming. 
Few jobs - often people work a few 
years in astronomy then move to 
another career. I moved into 
astronomy education TE R INF     
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20:23 Chantel 
To design and build a spacecraft 
takes hundreds of engineers and a 
few years - some maybe 20years 
from when they got the ideay 
through to launch TE R INF     
20:24 Chantel 
Spacecraft are quite dangerous - 
lots can go wrong. We're lucky 
more people haven't died in 
spacecraft accidents TE RI EXD     
20:27 Learner 14  
Do you only build spacecrafts when 
you are about to Embark on an 
adventure TE R INQ     
20:31 Learner 3  
Why a totalu eclipsed moon looks 
red? TE R INQ     
20:31 Chantel 
Most of the spacecraft built for 
astronomy either carry telescopes 
that need to be above the 
atmosphere or they go to other 
planets. Only one - the 
International Space Station - has 
people on it TE R INF     
20:33 Learner 14  
Dr what are the objects that orbit 
most planets? TE R INQ     
20:36 Learner 3 
Why a totally eclipsed moon looks 
red? TE R INQ     
20:39 Chantel 
Red eclipse - you know why sunset 
is red? because when sun is low in 
sky the sunlight passes through a 
lot of atmosphere to reach you, 
and atmosphere removes blue light 
so what is left is red. Now imagine 
standing on the moon during an 
eclipse of the moon. You look at 
the earth. The earth completely 
blocks the sun. It is dark no light on 
the moon. But red sunset and 
sunrise light shining through the 
earth's atmosphere onto you. Earth 
would have  red ring round it TE RI EXD     
20:42 Learner 3 
Wow.😂 What is the difference 
between Lunar Eclipse and solar 
Eclipse? TE R INQ     
20:42 Chantel 
Learner 14 - you mean moons? 
Moons orbit planets. Saturn has at 
least 60. You would also say rings 
of Saturn are tiny pieces of rock 
and ice orbiting Saturn TE RI EXD     
20:45 Chantel 
Solar eclipse - moon. between us 
and sun. Moon eclipse - moon on 
other side of earth goes into our 
shadow. That's why you have lunar TE R INF     
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eclipse two weeks before or after 
solar eclipse 
20:47 Learner 3  
Mmmm Why is a new moon not 
the same as a solar elipse? TE R INQ     
20:48 Learner 3 Eclipse? TE R INQ     
20:49 Learner 14  
What is required for a lunar eclipse 
to occur Madam? TE R INQ     
20:54 Chantel 
Good question - the moon normally 
at new moon passes between us 
and the sun just above or just 
below the sun . About twice  a year 
it passes exactly between us and 
the sun. We draw the distance to 
the moon too small in books the 
moon and sun are so far from us 
that perfect alignment to give 
eclipse isn't as common as you 
would expect TE R INF     
20:56 Learner 3 Wow Dr. TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
20:56 Chantel 
Lunar eclipse - Sun on one side of 
earth moon on the other.  Moon 
goes into shadow of earth TE RI EXD     
20:57 Chantel <image omitted> TE R EXD     
20:59 Admin 
😃 These things are perfect when 
they are best explained by experts 
in the field hey! TE RC FBK-E     
20:59 Learner 3 Mmmm it really does Dr. Thank you TE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
21:00 Chantel It was a pleasure thank you all TE RC FBK-E     
21:00 Learner 14  
So that is one of the requirements 
Madam claire TE R INQ     
21:01 Admin Honeybees, are you all satisfied? TE RI CHK     
21:03 Chantel 
Learner 3 - that is basically it - if the 
moon orbits into the shadow of the 
earth it is eclipsed TE R INF     
21:03 Learner 3 
How long does it take radio signals 
to travel from earth to the moon? TE R INQ     
21:03 Chantel Learner 3 - just over a second TE R INF     
21:03 Learner 14  
Questions sometimes never run 
out sir but as for being satisfied I 
dont know about that TE R INF     
21:04 Learner 14  
So just hold we are still pumping 
questions TE R INF     
21:07 Learner 3 
Wow a second mmmm...impressed 
so,how fast does the moon travel 
in its path around the earth? TE R INQ     
21:09 Learner 1 
Pardon my reception issues. So Dr. 
Claire, how do you estimate the 
time it will take for the moon to TE R INQ     
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pass through the shadow of the 
earth ? 
21:10 Chantel 
About 3000km/hr if I' m calculating 
right. 2piR/29days. R is 380000km TE R INQ     
21:11 Learner 3 Wow TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:13 Learner 14  Yeah that I like TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:13 Learner 14  👍 TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:13 Chantel 
Moon and earth motion is 
determined by gravity. Complicated 
because the gravity of other 
planets affects it but simple in a 
way because we understand 
gravity. TE R INF     
21:15 Learner 3 I am now satiafied. Thank you Dr. TE RC FBK-A     
21:16 Chantel 
Don't ever be satisfied! But maybe 
that's enough for now. Thanks for 
the great questions TE R INF     
21:16 Learner 23 
Few years ago(at night) i saw 
something that look's like firework 
but it was falling to the ground it 
blasted before it can touch the 
ground creating a big light almost 
like a lightning i seen 2 or 3x in my 
life time. What causes it TE R INQ     
21:20 Learner 1 
Alright, I do get that thank you 
ma'am. I wish your schedule would 
slacken sometime very soon from 
now. Even if it was tomorrow. TE RC FBK-A     
21:20 Chantel 
Sounds like a"fireball " - earth 
crashes into tiny rocks in space all 
the time. We are moving 
100000km/he TE R INF     
    
 They hit the atmosphere so hard 
they burn up - friction. Smaller 
rocks give "shooting stars" larger 
ones fireballs. You're lucky to see 
that TE RI EXD     
21:21 Learner 14  So what causes a a shootimg star TE R INQ     
21:22 Learner 14  Shooting TE R INQ     
21:22 Chantel 
Same thing just smaller rock tiny 
like cm TE R INF     
21:26 Learner 14  
Okay madam thank you for your 
time and wish you all the best in 
your life night TE RC FBK-A     
21:26 Learner 14  Good night TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:26 Admin 
Chantel, thank you very much for 
sharing your expertise. It was 
interesting and mind-tickling to 
have you as our guest today. Now BE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
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we know on whose should we 
should cry upon when questions on 
astronomy emerge. I thank your 
very much. 
21:27 Chantel 
Thanks very much that was fun - 
have an excellent weekend! TE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
21:27 Learner 14  You too TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:30 Learner 3 Indeed Dr we thank you a lot. TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:33 Learner 1 
Good night Ma'ma. Thank you so 
much. TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:34 WhatsApp You removed Chantel TE       OT-A 
21:39 Learner 3 Pleasure sir TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:40 Learner 14  You never know sir you never know TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:40 Learner 14  Thank for the compliment TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:42 Admin 
Indeed Learner 14, you never 
know. Who knows, one of you may 
secure himself a bursary from one 
of our guests one day. I have met 
Chantel during the commitment 
that stole me away from you last 
week. The event our principal 
talked of. TE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
21:44 Learner 14  Oh yeah that one TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:47 Learner 14  
Astrology really is interesting you 
know,it makes  me curious like 
curiouse George TE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
21:52 Admin 
This was the most interesting 
conversation we have had in a long 
time hey. TE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
21:59 Learner 14  
You can say that again it was as if 
we we're discussing the star wars 
movie TE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
22:03 Admin 
Indeed. Just to give you a tip 
Learner 14, note "we're" is 
different to "were." The former 
means is a shortened version of we 
are. And again, avoid using the 
word "yeah" during conversations 
such as this ones. It sounds 
informal. Rather use, "yes." TE RC FBK-A   OT-A 
22:22 Learner 14  Then yes it is sir TE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
22:23 Admin 
Great. We learn as we interact my 
boy. TE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
06:15 Learner 3 
Goodmorning ladies and 
gentleman... mmmm surly 
yesterday(evening) was the best 
among them all. Thank you Sir for 
inviting Dr. TE RC FBK-E D OT-S 
07:48 Learner 1 left TE       OT-S 
07:02 Learner 19 Great stuff,mates. TE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
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07:48 Learner 19 left TE       OT-S 
07:57 Admin 
All thanks to Learner 20 and 
Learner 14. They asked questions I 
could not even attempt to lye to 
you. So I had to drag on an expert. TE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
08:06 Learner 14  The pleasure is all mine sir TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
08:09 Admin 
 I know yesterday's conversation 
had a lot of information and we 
need to keep on going back to the 
chats so we do not forget neh! So I 
will give you enough chance to re-
visit the conversation before we 
invite another guest. A copy of the 
interactions shall be published on 
our webpage. TE RC FBK-E   OT-A 
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ANNEXURE D: CODED TRANSCRIPTS (MENTOR: MUDHI) 
 
Time Participants Conversation 
Exhange 
Type 
Element 
of ES 
level 
Move 
level  
Delayed 
responses 
(D) 
Off-
Topic 
(OT) 
18:54 Admin 
Ladies and gentlemen. Have you met 
a real engineer? Have you ever heard 
of Uj solar car? Google it. I feel 
honored to have had an agreement 
with one of learners   who have 
completed mechanical engineering. I 
knew him last year when he was in 
process of designing an aeroplane. BE I INF   OT-A 
18:57 Admin 
The gentleman has agreed to be our 
guest tomorrow at 7 pm. I would like 
you gather questions and prepare 
yourselves to have conversation with 
him. Buy enough data so you would 
not run out along the way. Know 
greatest spots at your home where 
there is adequate network coverage. 
Spread the word to others who seem 
to be asleep ladies and gentlemen. In 
addition, he has come up with an 
idea of ensuring that you see the 
solar car on the 28th. TE RI EXD   OT-A 
18:58 Admin 
How many of you will ensure they 
are all set up for tomorrow? Raise 
your hand please😀...✋ TE       OT-A 
19:05 Learner 25 Wow✋ TE       OT-S 
19:37 Admin 
On Tuesday, we shall have a guest 
who studied Analytical Chemistry. 
7:00 pm. TE RI EXD   OT-A 
19:39 WhatsApp You added Learner 6 (interactivist) TE       OT-A 
19:41 WhatsApp  You added Learner 1 (interactivist TE       OT-A 
19:46 Learner 26  
Wow!!!!! I cant wait to know what is 
analytical chemistry is all about. TE RC FBK-A   OT-A 
19:47 Admin Oooou yeeeeeaaaah! TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
15:44 Admin 
Good afternoon. Are you getting 
prepared for the night? TE       OT-A 
15:45 Learner 24  Yes TE       OT-A 
15:47 Admin Great TE       OT-A 
16:20 Learner 14 Yes TE       OT-A 
17:35 Vincent Yeah. TE       OT-A 
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18:50 Admin Could I confirm with our guest? TE       OT-A 
18:52 Admin 
By show of hands, could I see how 
many of you are ready? TE       OT-A 
18:52 Admin ✋ TE       OT-A 
18:58 Admin Ping TE       OT-A 
18:58 Admin Ping TE       OT-A 
18:58 Admin Ping TE       OT-A 
18:58 Admin Wake up TE       OT-A 
18:58 Admin Wake up TE       OT-A 
18:58 Admin Wake up TE       OT-A 
18:58 Learner 25 ✋ TE       OT-A 
18:59 Admin Only two of you ready TE       OT-A 
18:59 Admin Ping TE       OT-A 
18:59 Admin Ping TE       OT-A 
18:59 Admin Ping TE       OT-A 
18:59 Admin Ping TE       OT-A 
18:59 Admin Ping TE       OT-A 
18:59 Admin Ping TE       OT-A 
18:59 Admin Ping TE       OT-A 
19:00 Admin 
If you want me cancel your 
interaction with our guest, please 
say so as soon as possible. TE RI CHK   OT-A 
19:00 Admin 
Be responsible and reliable people 
ladies and gentlemen. TE       OT-A 
19:00 Admin I need confirmation, now. TE RI CHK   OT-A 
19:03 Admin 
We agreed on 07:00 pm yesterday, 
am I wrong? TE RI CHK   OT-A 
19:04 Learner 13 No TE RC FBK-E   OT-A 
19:05 Admin 
Then why does it seem like others 
are asleep? TE RI CHK   OT-A 
19:05 Learner 26 No sir,but m ready TE RC FBK-E   OT-A 
19:05 Learner 13 Let me call Learner 1 TE RC FBK-A   OT-A 
19:07 Learner 7 👆 TE RC FBK-A   OT-A 
19:10 Admin 
Alright, let me add our guest. I hope 
you all have read and understood 
the rules well. If you happen to log in 
late, you join the conversation, not 
drag us behind. TE R INF   OT-A 
19:14 WhatsApp You added Mudhi TE       OT-A 
19:15 Admin 
Good evening ladies and gentlemen. 
Please welcome Mr Mudhi. TE I INF   OT-S 
19:16 Learner 7 You are welcome Mr TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
19:16 Learner 13 
Hi Mudhi, welcome to our family,feel 
free TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
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19:17 Mudhi 
Hi guys. My name is Mudhi studying 
Masters in Mechanical Engineering 
at University of Johannesburg. 
Lemme first say its quite an honor to 
be added to your group and I'm 
quite excited to talk to you. brief 
history about me.... TE I INF     
19:17 Learner 24  Well Mr Mudhi TE RC     OT-S 
19:18 Learner 25 
 It is a pleasure to welcome you sir. 
Feel at home as we are willing to 
learn more from you sir TE RC     OT-S 
19:20 Learner 24  
It is a pleasure to have you as our 
guest TE RC     OT-S 
19:22 Mudhi 
 I was born and raised in Zimbabwe, 
in an area called Highfield. A low 
income area just like Alexandra and 
Thembisa. I did my primary 
education and high school  education 
there in Zimbabwe. The equivalent 
of matric that side is called A - levels. 
So I did Maths, Advanced Maths, 
Physics and Chemistry and 
graduated as the best science 
student at my high school. I came to 
South Africa in 2010 and I got my 
Mechanical Engineering degree in 
four years record time. I'm also 
involved in the UJ solar car project 
and I'm one of the designers. I also 
do some science projects in my 
garage as part of my hobby. Feel free 
to ask anything or if you require any 
clarity. TE RI EXD     
19:23 Learner 26  You are welcomed sir TE RC FBK-A OT-S   
19:25 Learner 25 
With due respect may you please tell 
us more about  mechanical 
Engineering? What is all about? BE R INQ     
19:27 Mudhi 
Mechanical Engineering is very 
broad. You study the design of cars, 
aeroplanes, mechanical machines, 
refrigeration systems, solar systems, 
materials (metals, plastics, 
composites). You mainly deal with 
design and the theory aspect of it. TE RI EXD     
19:28 Mudhi 
And you get to make some of the 
stuff as well. TE RI EXD     
19:28 Mudhi 
For example the UJ solar car project. 
Designed and made by learners   TE RI EXD     
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19:28 Learner 13 
Thats all nice.I am struggling in 
selecting a career,what motivate you 
into becoming a Mechanical 
Engineering? TE R INQ     
19:32 Mudhi 
I used to love Maths and Physics in 
High School. Actually my lowest 
mark for Maths during my A - level 
days was 83%. I also love flying 
technology, I used to be interested in 
aeroplanes a lot . Mechanical 
engineering involves a lot of that 
which is why I chose it. TE R INF     
19:33 Learner 25 Wow it is sound very interesting sir. TE RC FBK-A OT-S   
19:33 Learner 24  
 So sir what actually makes an 
aeropane to fly up in the sky TE R INQ     
19:33 Mudhi It is a good career choice TE RC FBK-E     
19:35 Mudhi 
A lot of factors but It's mainly the 
aerodynamics. The way the 
aeroplane is shaped makes sure that 
air pushes it upwards after attaining 
a certain speed. TE R INF     
19:40 Learner 25 
Sir this  career is it only available at 
Unversity? TE R INQ     
19:41 Mudhi 
No. You can basically get Mechanical 
Engineering at any university. It's 
very broad but UJ has the best 😉 TE RC FBK-E     
19:43 Learner 24  
Learner 24: Sir we are in the process 
developing our own solar powered 
car and  I would like to know the 
incounters that we must expect 
when building our solar powered car TE RI CLA     
19:45 Mudhi 
Oh thats great. There is a lot of 
challenges involved in building a 
solar car depending on the approach 
you take. The major challenge is 
weight reduction. In order for it to 
move it has to be very light. TE R INF     
19:46 Mudhi 
Finding ways of reducing the weight 
is a challenge TE R INF     
19:46 Learner 13 
Sir when a student choose a choose 
a career what are the main things 
she or he should note? TE R INQ     
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19:48 Mudhi 
Firstly choose a career that you are 
passionate about. You don't want to 
spend the rest of your life regretting. 
Do something that you love. And 
then secondary factors include job 
opportunities, financial 
opportunities, TE R INF     
19:48 Learner 24  
So Sir is being a mechanical Engineer 
same as being an Inventor TE R INQ     
19:50 Mudhi 
Yes mechanical engineering involves 
inventing stuff. The guy who 
invented a car was a mechanical 
engineer. Although nowadays it's 
more about improving already made 
inventions. TE R INF     
19:55 Learner 25 
Do you by any chance have a picture 
of solar car? I would really love to 
see it! TE R INQ     
19:55 Mudhi:  Oh yes, I have loads of those TE R INF     
19:55 Learner 24  
So is it possible for a solar powered 
car to store solar energy when it is 
due and then later on use when 
there is no solar energy present TE R INQ     
19:56 Mudhi <image omitted> TE R INF     
19:56 Learner 7 Post one of those sir TE R INF     
19:57 Mudhi 
Yes. That's the concept behind solar 
energy. Basically you find a way f 
storing the energy.  Our car uses a 
battery system to store the solar 
energy. TE R INF     
19:58 Mudhi 
That picture was last month when 
we visited Namibia. TE RI EXD     
19:59 Learner 25 
Wow sir. It feels as I am dreaming 
wow it looks so awesome mmmm 
you just increased my love to science 
thanks sir TE RC FBK-E     
19:59 Learner 24  
So what is the name of that battery 
system TE R INQ     
20:00 Mudhi 
I'm glad the solar car has inspired 
you. There is another picture of the 
car at night in Namibia desert with 
the milkway as it's background TE RI EXD     
20:02 Mudhi <image omitted> TE RI EXD     
20:02 Mudhi 
 We use tesla batteries. With like 200 
cells connected to give a 150 volt 
battery TE RI EXD     
20:04 Admin 
Eeeeeh😳 Learner 14, it seems like 
you still have a job to complete hey TE RC FBK-A     
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20:04 Learner 24  Is it remode controlled TE R INQ     
20:04 
Learner 13 
Mapea  It doesn't use petrol? TE R INQ     
20:05 Learner 24  It seems so sir TE RC FBK-E     
20:06 Mudhi 
No its driven by a person. But there 
is a wifi communication system so it 
can be controlled from a laptop as 
well. There is a picture of me after 
driving it TE R INF     
20:06 Mudhi <image omitted TE R INF     
20:08 Learner 24  
So you can actually drive it oh thats 
cool just imagin having not to worry 
about fuel TE RC FBK-A     
20:08 Admin 
 I cannot believe I was with you at Uj 
but have never thought of asking to 
see the car🙈 I am ashamed. TE RC FBK-E     
20:09 Mudhi 
Hahaha Admin. It's always there at 
the engineering department TE R INF     
20:09 Mudhi Yes, solar energy is the future TE R INF     
20:10 Admin 
Are you around tomorrow? I better 
see it before our learners come😆 TE RI INQ     
20:11 Learner 24  So is its the same as the usual cars TE R INF     
20:11 Mudhi Yes I'm around in the afternoon. TE R INF     
20:11 Mudhi Yes but no fuel only 😃 TE R INF     
20:12 Learner 25 
Indeed it seems more safe and we 
can save more wow. TE RC FBK-E     
20:12 Learner 24  What else if not fuel sir TE R INQ     
20:13 Mudhi 
It's very safe....Learner 14 can you 
repeat your question? TE RI CLA     
20:15 Admin 
My man, would tell them a bit about 
the aeroplane you were designing 
last year TE R INF     
20:16 Learner 1 
I am so sorry I caught the tail of such 
an interesting conversations. So Mr. 
Mentor Mudhi, why are these cars 
not being sold already ? TE R INQ     
20:17 Learner 24  
You said with a solar car you not only 
worry about fuel and I want to know 
what else your not to worry about 
while joy riding a solar car TE R INQ     
20:17 Mudhi 
Oh yes. I'm also designing a small 
quadcopter in my garage. It's a small 
remote controlled helicopter that 
flies on four blades. TE R INF     
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20:19 Mudhi 
Solar technology is too expensive 
that's why the cars haven't been 
commercialised yet. Once a way is 
figure out to reduce the cost then 
they can be sold on the market TE RI EXD     
20:20 Mudhi 
Learner 14 I guess the major 
advantage is you will be using the 
sun to power your car which in itself 
is massive. TE RI EXD     
20:22 Learner 24  
Meaning that you are gonna get fried 
by  the sun rays TE RC FBK-E     
20:23 Admin 
Hehe Learner 5, scrutinize the car. 
The driver is protected. TE R INF     
20:23 Learner 1  
Alright, this information is very 
crucial. Could you please, tell us 
more about your plane and the 
inspiration behind it ? TE R INQ     
20:23 Mudhi 
No lol.  The panels are designed to 
absorb the sun which is the concept, 
so basically the heat won't fry you. TE R INF     
20:24 Learner 5  
 Wow,that's extremely amazing!How 
does the car actually be able to trap 
the ultraviolet rays? TE R INQ     
20:24 Learner 24  
I have to sir in order to complete our 
own model TE R INF     
20:25 Mudhi 
The inspiration behind the 
quadcopter was simple. I realised 
that the school system teaches us 
theory only. We don't get to build 
and see products. From that I 
decided to design the quad plus also 
I love planes which made it perfect. TE RI EXD     
20:25 Admin:  
 Learner 5, that means we now have 
somebody with whom to consult on 
the project hey! TE RC FBK-A     
20:25 Learner 26  
What qualifications must you have in 
order to qualify for mechanical 
engineering? TE R INQ     
20:25 Mudhi 
The solar panels on top trap the sun 
rays. TE RI EXD     
20:26 Mudhi 
 I'm not really sure the qualifications 
because I didn't do matric. Admin 
can you help with this? TE R INQ     
20:26 Learner 24  Yeah an expert TE RC FBK-E OT-S   
20:27 Mudhi 
 I know you have to pass Maths, 
Physics and Chemistry TE R INF     
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20:27 Mudhi 
Lol. I'm not really an expert but I can 
helps TE R INF     
20:27 Learner 1  
Could you bring the quad coper to 
the campus on our visit there ? TE R INQ     
20:29 Learner 1 
So we can fly it around and brag to 
non-believers. TE R INF     
20:29 Mudhi 
It's not yet finished, it's in pieces at 
the moment. I had budget 
constraints. When are you guys 
coming? TE R INQ     
20:29 Learner 24  
 I've always wanted to built my own 
UFO  but I did not know where to 
start TE RC FBK-E     
20:29 Learner 13  
What is your favourite subject in 
Mechanical Engineering? TE R INQ     
20:30 Admin 
I shall browse through UJ prospectus 
for more information. And it is 
possible that when we reopen we 
shall be having our wi-fi modem 
running for them to google. TE R INF     
20:31 Mudhi 
Start by designing on paper, make a 
budget. Collect components, recycle 
as much as possible and start 
building. TE R INF     
20:31 Mudhi 
My favorite subject was Modelling 
which is computer programming TE R INF     
20:32 Mudhi I also loved Machines Theory TE R INF     
20:32 Learner 1 We are coming on the 28th. TE R INF     
20:33 Mudhi 
I don't think it would be ready. I blew 
the battery which is very expensive 
so have to raise money for that first. TE R INF     
20:33 Learner 5 
How fast can actually the car move 
and at what speed? TE R INQ     
20:34 Mudhi 
Theoretically it can get to 140km/h 
but we drive it at max 90km/h in 
order to avoid damage to 
components and also safety reasons. TE R INF     
20:43 Learner 13 How many passengers can it load TE R INQ     
20:44 Admin 
 Ladies and gentlemen, as you know, 
nothing lasts forever. You are only 
left with about 15 min to final touch 
with Mr Mudhi. So if you still have 
some questions please post them. BE R INF     
20:43 Mudhi 
Just the driver. It was designed for 
speed purposes just like an f1 car. TE R INF     
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20:44 Learner 1 
Wow, that is so exciting, we really 
appreciate you taking time out just 
to let us know about your amazing 
work. Could you now, take us more 
into detail about what help is out 
there, if we need help, with fundings 
during the building up, of our own 
model ? TE R INQ     
20:46 Learner 13 Is it useful TE R INQ     
20:46 Mudhi 
There is a lot of companies that can 
fund. Our car is also purely funded. 
We have Eskom, MTN, Vodacom, 
Mitsubishi, essentially all big 
companies fund these kind of 
projects. TE R INF     
20:50 Learner 1  
😊 Wow, thank you a lot for those 
information. I wish you the best of 
luck with your future and current 
project. When you come back in the 
group, you would come back with a 
video clip of the quad coper, flying. TE RC FBK-A     
20:51 Learner 24  
What actually must you do to make a 
certain kind of a flying machine fly TE R INQ     
20:53 Admin 
Learner 5, let us leave that question 
for the 28th. Mr Mudhi will be one of 
the exhibitors as well. We could ask 
him bring pieces of his machine TE R INF     
20:53 Mudhi 
Yes. I will definitely send a clip. If you 
have access to YouTube there is 
videos of the car moving.  Look for 
UJ ILANGA 2. TE R INF     
20:53 Learner 25 
Thank you for coming in the group 
chart you really adviced us may all 
your dreams come true. We hope to 
have you soon TE RC FBK-A     
20:54 Mudhi 
Same principle as an actual plane. 
Aerodynamics. It's the shape and 
making it as light as possible TE R INF     
20:54 Learner 24  Okay TE RC FBK-A     
20:54 Mudhi 
Yes sure prepare more questions for 
the 28th. A lot of them 😔 TE R INF     
20:54 Mudhi Wrong face sorry lol TE RC FBK-E OT-S   
20:55 Mudhi Wanted to put a smiley face 😃 TE RC FBK-A OT-S   
20:55 Learner 1  😄😄😄 TE RC FBK-A OT-S   
20:55  Learner 13  
 We would like to have you again, so 
that we can learn more than we did 
today😄 TE R ABK-E OT-S   
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20:55 Learner 24  Being an inventor rocks TE RC FBK-E     
20:56 Learner 25 Indeed 😃 TE RC FBK-E OT-S   
20:57 Mudhi Definitely will be back guys TE R INF     
20:57 Mudhi 
Looking foward to meet you on the 
28th. TE RC FBK-A     
20:58 Learner 24  Same here TE RC FBK-A     
20:59 Admin 
My man, thank you very much for 
the information you shared with us. I 
am certain that somebody has 
gained something and is about (if not 
yet completely) sure that he or she 
will study mechanical engineering. BE R FBK-E     
20:58 Mudhi 
All the best in what you do and 
hopefully I will see you at UJ studying 
engineering and making way much 
better products than ours. TE R INF OT-S   
20:59 Learner 5  
Thank you very much for your time 
sir and giving us chance to chat with 
you,it is really appreciated. TE RC FBK-A OT-S   
20:59 Mudhi 
Thanks Admin, keep up the good 
work. Had a good time especially 
Learner 5 with all the questions. TE RC FBK-A OT-S   
20:59 Mudhi Have a Goodnight everyone TE RC FBK-A OT-S   
21:00 Learner 24  Good night to you too sir TE RC FBK-A OT-S   
21:02 Admin 
Thanks my man. We bit adieu this 
way. Let me see you tomorrow😀 TE RC FBK-A OT-S   
21:04 Mudhi Cool then TE RC FBK-A OT-S   
21:05 WhatsApp Mudhi left TE     OT-A   
21:06 Admin Have you enjoyed it? TE RI CHK OT-S   
21:06 Learner 24  Absolutley TE RC FBK-A OT-S   
21:07 Admin Awesome. TE RC FBK-A OT-S   
21:08 Admin 
Do not forget to get prepared for 
tomorrow at 7. We are having 
somebody having studies analytical 
chemistry. BE R INF OT-A   
21:10 Learner 1 I will be there on time tomorrow. TE R INF OT-A   
21:16 Admin 
Let me help you improve further a 
bit. After somebody tells about his 
history. We firstly comment on the 
history, then follow by questions 
neh. TE R INF OT-A   
21:17 Learner 24  Okay sir TE RC FBK-A OT-A   
21:18 Admin 
But overall, I could say, I am 
impressed. You guys have evolved so 
quickly. TE RC FBK-E OT-A   
21:18 Admin Keep it up👏. TE RC FBK-E OT-S   
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21:19 Admin 
Just as I have said earlier on, science 
learners never disappoint TE RC FBK-E     
21:19 Admin 
Also improve on time. Let 7 be 7. 
Ensure by 7 pm you are all set. It is 
another way of training yourself as 
punctual beings TE RC FBK-E OT-A   
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ANNEXURE E: CODED TRANSCRIPTS (MENTOR: KOKI) 
 
Time Participants Conversation 
Exhange 
Type 
Element 
of ES 
level 
Move 
level  
Delayed 
responses 
(D) 
Off-
Topic 
(OT) 
19:37 WhatsApp You added Koki TE       OT-A 
19:37 Admin 
Ladies and gentlemen, welcome Mr 
Koki BE I INF   OT-S 
19:37 Learner 26  You are welcomed sir TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
19:38 Learner 14  
It is a pleasure to have you as a 
guest Mr Koki TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
19:38 Koki good evening TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
19:38 Learner 14  Good evening to you too sir TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
19:41 Learner 1 
Good evening sir, we welcome you 
into our cyber home. Feel free and 
comfortable. Comfortable enough to 
teach us all you know. TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
19:42 Learner 1 Serve our thought. TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
19:44 Koki 
I am Koki, im originally from 
polokwane ko moletjie chebeng, 
passed my matric ka 2010 with a B 
two distictions, Physics and life 
sciences, i was on top 5 of the best 
learners so was awarded 10 000 by 
our district to help with registration 
at varsity TE I INF     
19:48 Learner 14  
Wow that is really great obtaining 
two distinctions TE RC FBK-E   OT-S 
19:48 Koki 
i wanted to study Bsc in physics and 
chemistry in 2011 but things ddnt go 
well so o had to take a gap year and 
it gave me an opportunity to find 
myself as to what i want and my 
passion so i applied for Analytical 
chemistry and that what i did for 
past 3 years TE RI EXD     
19:49 Learner 1  
Would you please, explain to me 
what "Bsc" stand for ? TE R INF     
19:50 Koki 
you can do better Learner 14, just 
be yourself dont put pressure on 
urself study everyday, seek help and 
practice TE RC FBK-A     
19:51 Koki Bsc ke bachelor in science TE R INF     
19:52 Learner 14  
So sir tell us more about Analytical 
chemistry TE RI CLA     
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19:57 Learner 1  
Before that, tell us about the 
strategies you adopted at school to 
help you cope with the pressure, 
and avoid temptations. TE R INF     
19:57 Koki 
analytical chemistry ke study of the 
separation, identification, 
qualitification and quantification of 
the chemical components of natural 
and artificial materials. apply basic 
principles and techniques of 
chemical quantitative and quality 
control of raw matetials TE RI EXD     
19:58 Learner 26  
Wow!!!! How did you manage to get 
two disctintion TE R INQ     
20:01 Learner 26  
Distinctions??? So sir how does 
analytical chemitry and chemical 
engeneering diffe TE RI CLA     
20:02 Learner 26 Engineering? TE RI CLA     
20:02 Koki 
well my strategies were not that 
good because from my grade 11 i 
studied with my girlfriend after 
classes for 2 hours about what we 
learned about that day and find 
solutions together before going 
home then another 2 hours at home 
for theory related courses and a bit 
of maths practice TE R INF     
20:03 Koki 
eh guys lets finish about high school 
before varsity TE R INF     
20:04 Learner 1  
Whoa! You really mean girlfriend or 
a female friend ? TE R INQ     
20:05 Admin Hehe! TE RC FBK-A     
20:06 Learner 1 
It was supposed to be about your 
background first, Sorry about that. TE RC FBK-E     
20:08 Admin 
One step at a time. Ask questions 
related to high school, then later on, 
you shall ask about the course at 
varsity BE R INF     
20:08 Learner 1 
Still on high school, what support 
mechanism did you have, for 
revision ? TE R INQ     
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20:10 Koki 
yes my girlfriend, we had same 
vision so it was not wastefull time, 
over weekends we attended 
different schools for saturday school 
to see how they do things by which 
it helped because we ddnt hv a 
physics teacher but on chemistey TE R INF     
20:12 Learner 1 
 Wow, that was truly amazing. I 
think I am satisfied about your high 
school days TE RC FBK-E     
20:15 Koki 
wen i was doing grade 11 i was in 
top 10 so we went to wits for winter 
holidays supported by anglo 
platinum, so it continued to grade 
12, and i was using anglo platinum 
materials which had past papers and 
memos, tons of examples and 
questions to practice for all subject, 
for revision since was near town i 
went to Capricorn high school for 
exam type/ possible questions TE RI EXD     
20:17 Koki  so for high school are we satisfied BE RI CHK     
20:18 Learner 1  I personally am, sir. TE RC FBK-A     
20:19 Learner 14  
I dont know about others but I am 
satisfied TE RC FBK-A     
20:19 Learner 1  
Thank you for being so generous 
with story. TE RC FBK-A     
20:21 Koki ok lets move to varsity TE RC FBK-A     
20:25 Learner 14  Okay lets do so TE RC FBK-A     
20:25 Learner 1  
So, why did you choose UJ over 
others ? TE R INQ     
20:28 Koki 
it was not my choice as such 
because other varsities are 
expensive thats UP and Wits and i 
come from a family which dey 
couldnt afford to pay fees tsa 60 000 
and res ya 35 000 Uj was affordable TE R INF     
20:31 Learner 1  
 Okay, so what was the inspiration 
behind your choice of analytical 
Chemistry ? TE R INQ     
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20:38 Koki 
at that time my main concern was to 
do anything related to chemistry, so 
analytical chemistry was wide in 
terms of work opportunities 
because what we do is to analyse 
and gauge the quality of raw 
materials, so during open day at Uj 
the showed us what they do and 
how dey do it by using chemicals 
which nna i hv studied the theory 
part in high school and i was so good 
with chemistry TE RI EXD     
20:39 Koki 
and again i wanted to work in 
pharmaceutical company to atleast 
find a way to cure hiv/ aids TE RI EXD     
20:42 Learner 25 
Sir ,what kinds of job opportunities a 
people with analytical chemistry 
qualification could apply for? TE R INQ     
20:43 Learner 1 
Wow, you were so dedicated from 
the start. TE RC FBK-A     
20:45 Learner 14  
So the aim of such work is to identfy 
and understand substances and how 
they behave in different conditions? TE RI CLA     
20:46 Koki 
dey include pharmaceutical 
companies, environmental 
companies, SAB, Mines, food 
processing, health care, coke, paint 
companies, coding, Research and 
development TE RI EXD     
20:47 Koki 
i currently work at a mine Impala 
platinum processing laboratory, 
where I analyse the content of 
Platinum in a mined core TE RI EXD     
20:49 Learner 1  
Whoa! 😳 that is superb, so how 
hard was it for you to get a job after 
qualifying ? TE R INQ     
20:50 Learner 25 
So, sir to study this course what are 
the levels you must achieve in high 
school ? TE RI INQ     
20:53 Koki 
4 with maths, physics and life 
sciences and others will be used to 
calculate aps score of 27, it is now a 
3 and half years because it is difficult 
people takez years to graduate only 
hard workers pull through TE R INF     
20:54 Learner 14  
And you are one of those 
hardworkers TE RC FBK-E     
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20:55 Koki 
to get a job is not hard as such, 
during ur varsity just pass all ur 
modules have few distictions for a 
good academic history because 
companies are attracted by good 
results TE R INF     
20:57 Koki 
Learner 14 yez i worked harx very 
hard varsity life is so tempting but i 
always made sure i make time for 
my studies all sleepless nites then u 
fail a test but still have an energy to 
go forward, ask for help at all timez 
nothing will not be presented to u 
on a silver platter TE R INF     
20:58 Learner 25 Wow hard work pays hey! TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
20:59 Koki  
by the way i worked with ur mentor 
Admin at soweto science centre I 
was a chemistry tutor hundreds 
applied but only the best were 
choosen TE RI EXD     
21:00 Learner 14  
Sir how exactly can you tell whether 
a substance is toxic or not TE R INQ     
21:01 Admin 
Haha a darkman is blushing Mr 
Koki😊 TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:01 Learner 1  
That is so amazing, so would you 
also demonstrate for us that same 
way they did for you, how these 
chemicals change, and react, when 
we come to UJ on the 28th ? TE R INQ     
21:03 Admin 
Ooou! Sorry guys, Mr Koki would be 
at work, sadly😔 TE RC FBK-E     
21:03 Koki 
u cannot tell by looking at a 
substance but we have wat we call a 
MSDS; material safety data sheet it 
has all chemicals in it stAting which 
is hazardous and which is not and 
how it can cause a danger to u TE R INF     
21:05 Koki 
i can refer u to my former class mate 
he works at school as a laboratory 
technician surely he will be 
demonstrating TE RI EXD     
21:05 Learner 1 
😓 oh, that is sad, real sad. But 
surely Mr. Koki can make an 
exception for "honeybees". TE RC FBK-A     
21:06 Learner 1  Alright, sir please consult him. TE RC FBK-A     
21:07 Learner 14  
Yeah maybe he can since we still 
have more questions TE RC FBK-A     
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21:11 Admin 
Uhmm...please forward me his 
number Mr Koki TE RI FBK-A     
21:11 Koki 
ohk I will definitely forward the 
numbet TE RI FBK-A     
21:13 Admin 
And could you elaborate more with 
examples of real work Analytical 
chemists do. TE RI CLA     
21:24 Koki 
i will elaborate on my work, the 
miners mine the platinum but it 
contains other substances like 
rhobidium, Gold, silver and other 
platinum group metals. we are the 
platinum company our main 
concern is to identify and separate 
the platinum from all those other 
substances unfortunately u cannot 
do them by hand so that's where we 
come using instrument  by which 
the sample is grinded, fluxed and 
and then heated for 4 hours then 
transfer to waterbath for 4 hours 
then heated for again 30 minutes 
then filter thats when we analyse 
the filtrate using ICP and report the 
result to the supervisor then that 
sample can now be sold to oversees 
stating dat it contain 80% of 
platinum and others 20% TE RI EXD     
21:26 Learner 1 
😊Hmm… This is far more 
interesting than I thought. TE RC FBK-E     
21:28 Admin 
Aaaaah awesome my man. 
Interesting. TE RC FBK-E     
21:29 Admin 
Guys, Mr Koki would like to bit you 
adieu, his time has long elapsed. So I 
would like us release him. TE RI CHK     
21:30 Admin 
Thank you very much Mr. It has 
been awesome having a chat with 
somebody in the field. Perhaps I 
must, nEXD year consider bringing 
these learners to the mine and 
experience your real work. How is 
that? TE RC FBK-A     
21:29 Koki 
for any questions or more clarity u 
can save my contacts and chat to me 
anytime TE R INF     
21:30 Koki 
perfect very perfect i think dey will 
be More inspired TE RC FBK-A     
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21:31 Learner 1  
Thank you very much, you have 
been patient with us and generous. 
Best of luck with every future plan 
you have. TE RC FBK-E     
21:33 Learner 14  
We had a great and thrilling time 
with you sir TE RC FBK-E     
21:33 Koki 
is only fair to u guys i believe in 
giving back to the community i 
studied ka bursary which i dnt hv to 
pay it back but make a difference in 
someonez life TE RC FBK-A     
21:34 Koki 
lol call me Mr Koki, sir ke txa bo 
Admin TE RC FBK-A     
21:35 Admin 
Oou that is actually great. You are 
liberated to save his numbers, those 
who would like to follow his 
path...continue having talks and 
seeking advices with him. And as for 
others, though this will favor current 
Grade 11s, I shall indicate on my 
calender that on the second term, 
we have to visit the mine in 
Rustenburg. Remind me early nEXD 
year Grade 11s TE RC FBK-A     
21:34 Learner 1  Lol, okay Mr. Koki. TE RC FBK-A     
21:35 Admin Loooool man...hahahahaaha😂😂😂 TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:37 Admin 
I know Learner 26 is one of those 
that have been impatiently awaiting 
the moment with you. She will ask 
you whenever she needs some 
assistance. TE RC FBK-A     
21:37 Koki  
you can also visit SAB, Coke, 
Unilever, Rand water, department of 
water affairz and forensic in town ko 
polokwane they all use chemistry 
there TE R INF     
21:41 Admin 
Aaaaaaowa! We need some wind-
blow outside Limpopo. But yes we 
will shoul we run out of cash TE R REA     
21:41 Admin 😀 TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:41 Koki looks like learners ba robetxe TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:42 Learner 1 
Thank you, Mr. Koki, Sir Admin in my 
fellow pupils, I really need to go. TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:42 Learner 1  Bye… TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:44 Admin Thank you very much Mr Koki TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:43 Koki 
nyt people all the best with all ur 
future endeavors TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
21:44 Admin:  Sharp sharp TE RC FBK-A   OT-S 
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21:45 WhatsApp You removed Koki TE       OT-A 
 
